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In the physical edacation work of the pablio.

schools the accomplishment ot character and moral development through this subject is accepted bat anproven.
!fhrollgh three years • of teaching and extensive reading
in the theory and practice of this field the writer is

very much aware of this condition.

The accomplishment

of the health betterment throllgh physical ed11cation .
activities is aniversally accepted, bllt the achievement

ot character better.ment, although universally mentioned
by edllaators, is not generally proven as an act11al occarrenoe.
Since the former is achieved through caretal
planning the latter likewise necessitates definite method.

~he

method may be based apon the generalization of

the oharaoter traits called apon in the specific physical
edtlCation situation.

Upon that basis this thesis has

indicated the methods to be used so that these traits may
also be placed in action in general lite situations.
In conclasion the writer wishes to express appreciation to Dr. J.

w.

Harris, Dean of the School of •d-

ucation of the College of the Pacific, tor his inspiring
assistance given 1n the development -of this thesis.
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IN!rRODOCTION
!he-re ia a great need :tor developing- meus to accompliSh ihe secondary atms o:t physical education-character development.

!he pb¥s1cal edacator faces a ·

diffic.alt. task without definite methods.

Charles

n.

Jadd. 1n reply t.o the &llihor's inquiry o.oncern1ng this
preblem wrote:

ni have long been of the mind that the

claims o :t the physical education people for training in
fair play, sportsmanship, etc . , are very mach ezaggerated.

~a.rthermore,

it seems to me that in JD.8D¥ instances

the claims do not correspond to the actual practioea.n

§

a child ga1na any or

aom~ of the character traits--

aportsmanship, honesty, loyalty, cooperation, fair play,
aoartesy, initiative, and other inna.merable ones--as a
part of his c.haracter through contact with their nse in

ph7aic.al edacation sitnations there haa resulted transfer
of training.
Prom a stnd.V of the voluminous views and literat11re
on transfer the generalization theory of Charles Hnbbard
Jadd has commended itself as the moat practic.al to apply
in determining that these indirect aims shall be more

than mere asswnptione.

.ntdd's theory states that there

mast be generalization of the qualities which are to be
carried over into other situations than the specific sit- ·
aat ion in which the trait is first emphasized.

"!he type
0

,

• •~

...

..

Vii
ef

trainin~

which

p~pils

receive ia determined by the

of presentation and by the degree te which

self~

actiTitJ" is i~daced rather than by the· content. ttl

CJen-

metho~

.~.

:

...
· ·

eralization brings realization of the fanctioning of the
q~alities

in more than one

.•

sit~ation.

In ·this thesis the prctblem has been 41vided into

two sections, riamelJ':
1.

!he atnd¥ of existing codes of sportsmanship

..

and character training methods.
2.

fhe conaideration of definite methods in each

phase- of ph7sical eda.oation, athletics, dane ing, s.elfteating activities, gr.mnastica and relays, including
eharacter ratings of two ninth grade

gro~ps

determining the immediate .effect of the
their

of girls 1n

me~hod·

apon

cond.~ct.

In the latter part foar type lessons for each phaae

have been developed emphasising

respec~i vely

opportnni-

tiea for generalisation of the ideals of tair play, cooperation, self-control, · and
!"elated the character
to other aohool

initiative~

attrib~tes.

sii~atione.

1'he plans haTe

of the play situation&

finally linkingthem up with

life affairs.
!hroagbo~t

this. work the teacher's tact in s11bject

presentation and c.oneaiou.a tho11ght that thia ie. worthwhile
tend toward more likely functioning of generalization to
lJadd, PS~Chologv of Secondary Kdacatiop, 462.

Viii
achieve

trans~er

ot training.
.'

'"

..

·.
·.

'

.'
PART I
·.

.. .

~I~IOHA.L .DOGM&~m CLAIMS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

.iBD fRE BED :WOR ME!l!HOD

••

TO

ACCOMPLISH TRADSFQ
\

<

.'

-! •

•'

..
'

. .. .

·.

..

.J ~.

Chapter I
!RADITIOBAL DOGMATIC CLAIMS 01' PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Pb3sicsl education, like every subject in the school ·
curriculwn, claims certain direct and indirect valaes. in
~o.atitication

of .its place 1n the school program.

Pllza-

ical education is not of recent origin for from the time
of 'the fifth century B.C. • the date ot the firat OlJIIlpic
•'

games, then 1a definite record of its. existence. · Hewever, as

wi~

the definite evolution of ebjeetiTea in all

fielda of education, the subject, in the second decade ef
the twentie'th century, worked o~tt the two claima of ac.hieve-

ment of health¥ childhood and efficient adulthood, and the
betterment ot the character throllgh inculcation of desirable social and c·ivio qualities.
!here ia little diacussion or argument o.onoerningthe accompliShment ot the former aim bat around the latter
a~

lies vast assWDptions, lacking

defi~ite

proof.

In-

numerable comments to the- effect that honesty, sportsmanship, cooperation, selt-control, initiative and other
qualities are developed by the o.hild in physical activity
are invariably made by all educators, general and
cal edllO&tors, if one Bhoald d1T1de the grol1p.

phys~

While many

atlldiea have c.orroborat&d the imprevement of health ne
.

atudiea have determined character improvement.

In place

ef atu4y and r.aearch the assamptions, auch aa given in
the following pa8ea Gf thia e:hapter, have grown and... _: .... ·

.·

2

increased in their dogmatism.

In the 1929 edition ot · the California State ·Mana.al

.~ T ,·, •

.· ··:

of Physical Kdncation, there is this sa.ggestion that ·
there shonld be:

"The establiShment of desirable habits

of conda.ct.,''"l as "Courage, self-control, · aelt-sacrifice~ ,, -:·
coa.rtesy, kindness, loyalty, obedience,· honesty, . coopers- . , ·

·~~

tion, and 1nitiative"2. with the addition of the develop-

ment of the "proper spirit towards victory and defeat."a· · : ·
Likewise, .Agnes Wayman, prominent physical educator,
.

atates:

,.. .

.

..

"It (physical education) ahoa.ld also set stand-:

• .j

·~

erda of living, establish ideals, make every boy and gi~l: · ·

a finer, bigser. broader man and woman and not p11t a _few
on pedestals and worship them beoanse of records in this
and that spo~ or event·.tt4
ense:

She flings , forth this ohall:-.

"Do yon believe that the mission of physical edu-

cation is to make c·h •racter as much as to develop bodies?
fo create and develop personality as well as strong .
ma.scles?..5

In each of these illustrations ihere is the

acceptance of the development withoa.t suggestion of method.
nen in the past ages the interest lay in character ·
eda.cation in physical aot.iTity according to Bowen and ..
l.Neilaon, Van Hagen, Man11al of P~sical Ed11cation Activi- ·. :
~iea tor Elementary SchOols ofFcaiitornla, 18.
, ·

!Ibid.

Ibid.
4waym.an, Edacation througb, Physical Edatcation, 29.
6zbid, ~0. ·

..

<

3
,.

Mitchell who say:

..

'

•'

.. . . .

!he Taltte of play in the promotion of char•ter
deTelopment has long been recognised by the foremost
edt~cators.
In ancient timea Plato and Qt~intilian ezpreased their convictions on :this aapect of play; and· .
1n the early moderri times, Locke, Baaedow, &RtBmlltha.and others, also-, credited plays and games with poaaeasing
moral potentiality. In 184-0, Arnold, an English headm.aater at Rllgby, deliberately introdlloed. play and athletics, with special emphasis ttpon team games into· his.
school ct~rriclllllll as. st~bjects more important for their
moral Tal11ea than for health and recreation. liis eDmple
has been followed by the , other Pl'iT&te Mhool~ of England.l

Bow, today, Rogers aays:
~he aim

o:

•.

r

..

.... .

'
•

.... .. •

•• · "" ·

•V'...

modern phyaical education then ·1a more

1;haD mere phJ'Sical and pqaialogioal development • . I1t has

gone fllrther; it now inclades mezrtal . Btimt~lation and char- '· . .
. .
acter training, the former manifesting itself 1n cllltiT&tion of s11ch habita aa keenness of perception, . directneaa of thoa.gh:t, and correctness. of jlldgmell't; the latter
promoting. allCh attitlldes. aa modes'ty in the winner. resolve in the loser, self-control in the strong, and oottrage in the timid. Its. high purpose therefore, is to educate the individual to fllnction har.mon1o11al7 in all aspects
o~ his be1ng.2
.
Apin, Hetherington states:
and administrators

ot

ph~aical

"But the- · BllperTisora
.

edttcat1on . Cand of other

actiTitiea) should be Just as keen abotlt moral training
in physical .training act1Tities as they are abou.t the

achievement ill strength, skills and organic power.

is. true, eapeciallJ in the physical

train~

Thia

actiTitiea,

because moral training--one way or another--is more certainly inherent in the nature of these act1Titiea than ·.
in other act1T1ties of the carriclllllDl, ·say geography · or
hiatory. "3
In repetition ot this stand the Bational Co-ttee

l:aonn .;..d Jlihhell~ The . ~~r;r; of OrFised'· Pl&, 329 ·
2Rogera, llartin, .HandbOok ot Stamta,
3aether1ngton, §eliooJ: Pro,iram in: §eical, Education, 99

. ·.

4

on Character Development and Education offers this:
Physical training by means of game a is a medium
for lessons in gentlemanly, honorable sportsmanship.
To win honorably, to lose graciously, to cooperate gener
ously—in a word, to "play the game"~has made men out
of selfish whining cowards. tfo subject offers a better
chance to practice good character under conditions which
closely approximate those that will later be encountered
in adult life. The school system that is not making its
physical education program a strong factor in the devel- .
opmerrt of sound character is missing a great opportunity.1
In addition to these general assumptions, there are
also many examples of similar beliefs for the carry over
in each of the various fields of physical educationgames, sports, gymnastics,

an^

an authority of play, asserts:

rhythmical work.

Curtis,

"It seems to me that it

is well worth putting play into the curriculum to re
quire sportsmanship, alone."2

Hegardless of this view,

one searches his book in vain for the methods.

"These

games," declares an editorial of the professional jour
nal of two decades ago, "afford the opportunity to in
culcate habits of honesty, promptness, perseverance, sac
rifice, courtesy, fair play and heroism.

The idea should

be raised from sports for sports' sake to sports for
men's sake, that is for the development of manhood."^
In the specific discussion of one of the athletic
games, namely basketball. Marjorie X. Pish, in her book,
writes, "Some of the qualities which may be developed or
^Report.
gcurtia, Education Through Play, 68.__ _ .
3-eharactefr Bdiidihg", AfflV Physical Ed. Review, March,
1911, 232.

6

strengthened throa.gh basketball are:

o.ooperation, aports-

manship. c.oa.rage, SJmpathy. collrteay, perseverame, selfcontrol, self-reliance, honesty, loyalty, initiative, and
the ideal of continning althoa.gh beaten."l

The introda.c-

tion of her book is enlightening, showing a very keen
awareness of poss.ible character growth.
Although the exponents of play and sports are the
most oa.tspoken and liberal in advancing the claims of
edacational resa.lts of their specific activity the advoeates of the formal

act~vities.

and their transfer effects..

less in na.mber, are well represented by William

~karstrom

in hia trto.dy on gmnastics.

Dr. Slcarstrom, in the intro-

da.ction of his book, states,

~dacators

by the resa.lta obtained

gymnastic work is something

th~t

mast be convinced,

more than 'correctiTe exercise•: that its tra.e fum.tion
ia to BerTe as a meana of

tr~ining

self-discipline, alert-

neaa and sab3ective motor control, 1n which good carriage
ia inclo.ded and emphasized by attention, and concentra-

t1on.~2 ·In addition, some advance eqa.al claims tor play
and for the more formal gmnasiwn work.

"On the eda.cation...

al aide," writes

~techer, ~phyaical

training properly · ·.

a

number of specific

~bits

given deTelops

BUch as obed-

ience to proper authority, alert and attentiTe behavior,
qaick perception and prompt reaction--all of which will
l ...iBh, The Theorz and ~~~hniqae of Women• a. .Basketball, 3.
2slcaratrom, f9!Dastic ~eachiDg, 4.

.
proTe

~aef~l

in

'

6

si~~ations

sufficiently resembling those

1n which the- habits are fol'Dled.

.·

In the hands of a skill-

fttl teacher, , pb¥a1cal training, especially in ita com- .
peti'tiTe forms, can be ·~sed to develop ideals of self-·.
control, loyalty to leaders, playing the game fairly; · ·
etc., which can be made to f&lmtion in many extra-school·'
. .
~

11h114t the above e:tatementa have been gathered

~rom

the writings. of physical edllC&tors the following is. a ~ fair

.
example of great· assttmptiona made by the writera on general.
educational theory.

~he

part that physical edacation may

play ia giTen in the following statements from an accepted .

eduoation teu on J&mior high · school life:

.~ :

:·

... · , ·

Under pidance the,y may be led to abo-rclinate self
to corporate welfare. to ezperience enJo7Ment witho~t rough
pla7, to make ~fair play~t a watchword, and to show generoa- ·
1ty and good aportemanship both in Tiot.ory and defeat: ••••
fhe experienees o.f the playgro~d will be found to react
Tery directly npon lite, since they call into pla1' vin11es
which make tor worthwhile citizenship, that ia fairness ;
self control, grit, initiative, loyalty. uneeltishnesa. and '
cooperation ••••• Directed play. for.mal ~astics, folk
dances. competitive games, and all the varied interests of
the athletic field will evoke desirable oharao1eristics of
each claas. :ror example. the brisk carrying oat of an
order at the word of command will inculcate obedience; the
aabordination of self reqttired to do good teamwork will
brin~ oat self-res.iraint, loyalty. and genero11a cooperation;
the initiative, courage and eelt-forgetflll enth11siasm shown
'· .
.
b7 papil leaders in game gro11ps will nndoubtedl7 make tor
....
leadership in the large scale oompeti~ive game men call
..life".2
Ane~her

factor whio·h seems nearer t.o the achieTement · .

ot oa.rr.voTer 1a presented b7 some with. the meution of the

=

.,
proper leadership essential as the ga1d1ng han4..
sa;s, "If leadership is of. the proper t;pe

Bash

a c·h ild will

anconseiously be acquiring the remote obJectives.~1
fhese remote obJectives, NaSh believes, which follow the
immecUate obJectivea of aetivities. and the 1ntel"'led1ate
o·bJectives of habits, attitudes and skills, are character
and citizenship traits, and right use- of leianre time 1n
recreation sports, wbioh he terms the

~ull

Life."

Jease •e1r1ng Williams, philosopher ot pb7sioal
education, reaches

~owards

heights of idealiam with these

words:
!he aims of phzsical education should be higher than
those usually given. So many specialists. in this field are
only interested in producing perspiration. !he physiological aim is not enough. PA;sio al edaoation maz be eo conducted aa. to set a standard of living that will surpass· the
average and commonplae.e. !here should be in a110h a acheme
of things something of the healthier virtues of courage and
enda.r&~JC. e.
Pb¥aical education sho11ld never be satisfied
with technique. It m81' well aim to afford an opportanity
for individuals to act 1n situations that are physicallz
wholesome, mental!; stimulating and satisfying and socially
desirable.2
.
.
Accordingly. in the literature of this field and
gel'leral edllcation exist innumerable expressions of the moral Tallles of physical .education in child and adult life aa
ahown 1J1 the table on the next page.

!rhroughout, these

eighteen general qllalitiea are reTealed as traditionally
claimed reaalta of p~aical education, bllt lacking definite
proof and deYoid of definite

a~rangement

of method. .

l~aah, o;:nisation and .Administration of ~laz and Recreation, .. ~ . ." _

2w1lliama, orr.nisation and. 4dJDJ.nie;trat1oa
16. l •

.

.

I

•

··._.... ,·

ot

Ph;vsiqal Jd110at1QD, ·-\.::.;·
_; . .

,-'v ..:

7a

!ABLB 0• TRADITIONAL CLAD4S POR .PH~.,.,..A

L E"DUUA!'ION

o4u.&N

'

'

..

KEN~IONED IN LITERA~URE ON ~ SUBJ!C~

lra:-~er _ __,li-=-wu:::li~e=-=r::....::o~'f=-. .o!r~e.:!i.:t~e~re~n~o~eua~n~d~p!as.e!.!:===:- .

~~

itl 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-

9 10 11 12 lZ 1'

••

'I

3

39

i8

18 2

1 ga

8

11

5 "

12
1!
14
15

28

4

18

X&

4

1'
18

18

I

-

: ::

* ne &boTe

table ia reacl b7 reference
-to the So arc ea. of Traditional Claims
and Qualities Mentioned in AboTe Sottroes
aa follows: On page Z in reference 2

Cllnia' Edu~ation ~1U'o11e;h PlM• qualitT 1, s.portamanBh1p, ia ala e-<1. to be
a result of physical education.

..

.-

-. -

SOUICES OJ' TBADI~IONAL CLAIMS

1.
2.
3.
Prosr:am in Ph,ysical

4.
5•

..

6.

'1.

a.

g.
10.
11·
12.
13·

14·

I

I

QUALITIES MEBTIONED IN ABOVE SOUBlES

1.
2·

3.
4.

5.

SportsmanshiP

General
Loyalty

~ral

Cooperation
Courage

'1.

Self-c-ontro 1
l'air Play

9.

Uonrteay

6.

a.

Initiative

, 10.

Qualities

11. '
12.
15.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

.·...

Sl1b0rdination

Alertm as.
sympathy

obedience
Perseverance
self-reliance

Self-diec ipline
Responsibility
Honesty · .

a
In

th~

snrTe7 ot physical

ed~cation literat~re

the

maintenance and development ot social and character
q~al1t1es
~his

is indicated to be one ot

deTelopment is claimed to

th~

major_objectives.

occ~r wi~h

participation

of the child in the physical aotiTit1ee. of the games and
sports and other

gro~p

actiTitiee.

!hat this belief has

been a sapposition. dosm&tic in ita traditional acceptance,
ia indicated Ter-y definitel-y b-y the sweeping assnmptions
made b-y
~heir
men~

o~rrent

.writers in this field of education.

In

statements and assumptions the method for the achieTe-

ot the high ideals is lacking.

~he

accomplishment of

the transfer of training ia accepted and maintained with-

out proof and withou:s

sug~stion

of methods.

-

-

-

-

- -- ·- - -- - - -

·------- ·- -- --------· - . -·-·

...

··-···~

....... . -- . .

..

.....
.. , .

,..'

Chapter II .
!mE PROBLEM
~he

a•

~RANS:rER OF ~RAINING

AND JUDD'S ·TSORY

problem ia to apply an edneational theory to .
•

achieve

trans~ereme.

•

"

t

Of the three phasea o:t this e4.1l- ·

cational q11estion--the probability of transter, the
manne~

in which it takes place, and the extent o:t transfer

--the immediate one is the method 'to be nsed in order
that the training 1n certain sitoationa may be carried
oTer into other sitllations • . The interest 1n the problem
ia based upon

~e

fact that proof of this. theory may lead

to jaatification of the coa.rsea 1n t.he carricu.lwu.

With

practically complete agreement that there 1a no a11to- ·
.
.
matic t.rana:ter aD4 DO aasura:noe of the degree Of transfer
-t he fa:tare appears to .be in the method and the leader.
Sime 1894 when thia problem ot abstract qu.al.it7
tranater waa firat discussed by the Committee on Second-

ary BdllC.ation there have been many controversies. As. an
example, President Lowell o:t IiarTSrd made the following
statement in 1911 a:tter correlation of saoceaa:tu.l Btodenta

and SDCceaafQl gradnatea:

-ram111ar1~y

with au.b3ect

matter, which can be 'irans:terred little if at all. ia of
BlllaU illponance- in a college edncation, as compared with
mental processes th&t are capable of being transferred
widely, or with· th& moral qnalities ot diligence, per- · ,

severance. and 1ntenai't7 o:t applioation ·which can

·.

be

: 10

transferred indefinitely.wl Likewise. President Hadley ·

ot Yale wrote:

~he

ideal college education seems

"to be the one where a student learns the

things~

t~

me.

is not ·

going to use in after life. by methods that he ia going to

ase•

!he toltller elemeut giTes the·

breadth~

the latter ·: .· ·

.

.. "(':
. ..
·'
In contrast to theae bttliefa is 'the stand that · · ·'. · -.. ·

element

glTea the

training. •2

, .

effectiTe eduaai; ional me·t hode. owe their sccese to the ·
inheritance of good Dative ability rather than to metho4.
However, education is li'ring lit&, itself, and the·'enTiron-

mental iliflaencea add to the Bbaping of a character in· .
some degree.

~he

work of .John B. watson on conditioned

reflexea and :the whole · sahool of behavioristic prqaholog
aeellS te

aapport this 'fiew. : · .

Charlea Judd writes in regard to this that Wthe ultimate purpose of a high school education ia to equip the

pupil to cope with the problems of life which he will
meet after he leaves school."3 Method, rather than content,
1a llhat ia of lltmcat illportame tor one "must direct edu-

.

cation to give papila methods ot intelligent adjustment of
themselves to whatever condition& arise."' · Ja.dd flrst-.': · ·,
.

gaTe his theory of ge»ralisation 1n 1912 in
o~

~he

..

Pezcholeez

High Schoo,l Sabjecta and l11a conception remaina

prac~

lA Btat.iatioal St111d7 in Harvard uniTersity. Ed.· lteTiew. :
October. 1911, Vol. 23 •
2
.Tad.d. PB.J!holosr of Rish Sehool Setbfects. 402.
3Jadd, Psj#hoiogr of lioondarl Edaca ion. 414.
"Ibid, 41••

.;

' ·

. 11
tical.l7

~mehangecl

1D tile later book 1n 1927, ,The Pmholosr

of Secondary Eclaaatiop.

Th1e theory waa offered as a

cr1t1qae of the existing theories of transfer preTioaal.J'

forDllll&ted • . "If the leaaon is presented 1n one fashion
it will produce a very large transfer; if it is presented

in an entirel7 different fashion it will be mtterl7 barren _'.
of reealta for other phases of mental lite ••••• ,• further
explaina Judd.

~he

extent to which a student general-

ised his training ia itself a

mea~re

of the degree to

which he haa see11red from any course the highest amount
of training. "1. However, he warns that there ia d.anger-"E'verywhe re in haman experience tbe re are large poa.a ib111-

tiea of generalising experience, and eYerywl:lere 1n school

there ia danger that ezperie12ee will be narrowly apec1alise4."2

Conseqllently, ·he believes that the poas.ibilitiea. of
futmre applicationa of principles should be thoreu8hl7
emphasized in all aabjeata.

Aware of the attack of his

opponents he stated that the identical

eleme~

"ia uauall7

contributed by the generalizingmind • .z He f~her conclades that training in aooial character, justice, fair-

neaa, aDd honeaty start the sood ethical actions and develop general ethioal .traita.

If this training is ancoesa-

fnll7 be.gun everJ'ihing becomes. connected with other ex-

1

.

2 Jlld4. PP.ologr of High Scthool Sabjeots.• 412, 418. · ·

Ibid. 4 •
5 Ibid, 413.

..

·'

..
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perieDCes and the training becomes a great aid 1n the deT~lopment

ot good att1tndes.

fhroe~gboa.t

sagsests
be aided.

thia presentation of his theory .Tadd

varioe~a speciti~

waJS in which generalizing might

Comparisons and contrasts assist in the method,

according to hi a belief.

If the child ·ia taaght

tha~

there

are two t7pea ot people, the kind and the unkind, he baa
the contrasted aitnation by which he ean· 3a.clge hia own

actions.

Likewise, if the comparisons are made more- TiTid,

s.llch as the neat paper and the neatest paper, the process

of building up the 'general idea of the possibility of
Tariolla degrees of neatness is more easily

contine~ed.

'

Conscious ideals are essential; the employment of terma

to coYer the conceptions of the ideals is a helpful factor,
sach as, sportsmanship, loyalty, hones1iy, cooperation,
and others.

Emotional

rea~tiona

help in the transfer.

JUdd holds that if the children are optimistic about the
tranater i' ma7 more readily

~

achieved.

!he total em-

phaaia Should, howeTer, be a.pon the practice in applying

the geueralised element in new situations.

..

lhile the character of the materials is the ob3ectiTe
element in this theor,y the capacities of the 1ndiT1dnala
are the determining factors a.pon
ed~cation

and training.

th~

alttmate aacceaa of

With proper leadership and

method the moat may be attained.

This is the·· essence

J'Gdd.' a theory.

.·

~.

lS
Chapter III
APPLICATION OJI THEORY OF TRANSFER TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Do the

trai~s

that the child develops in play mani-

fest snch a reality to him that they carry over into life
habits?

Do we find that James who is obedient to the am-

pire'a de~isions ia respectfal to hia mother as she sends
him about his chores?

Does the good teemworker cooperate

at home with helping mother or sister prepare the family
meal?

"The evidence, inadeqwate and fragmentary though

it is, seems. to point toward the ~onelu.Bion that about the

same laws hold good in moral transfer that appear to hold
1

good in intellectu.al transfer."
aeventy.fiTe case atu.diea and
degree of transfer from

Mr.

fo~d

ac~1Tit1es

other type a of act ivit1es.

Cooper made some

that there was some

of

p~sicel

nature to

His conclusion ia that one

ahou.ld seneralize and show that "aalking in • game and at
home are twin brothers and both are equally at odds with

the laws of the game."2

~he langnage of the game applied

to outside situations makes this more easily comprehended,

tor "these forms of expression are of common usage.

·· ...

Again, in thia connection, Kilpatrick says:. "He

··

cannot (phJeical edncation teacher) if he would direct
~ooper, "Do Play Traits Breed Life Traits," Playg;oand,

October, 1925, Z70.

2Ib1d. Z714t
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the attention of hie

p~pila · in

his own field withoat haTing

them respond 1n waye that concern other f1elds.• 1
phase of

ed~cation

the material of the

s~bJect

In thia

ia haman

0

nat are, aDd

according 'to George Johnson an

·~ique

trib~tion to character training can be made. • 2

con- . ,

!fhe child.

ia learning by doing, which suggests the ott qD.oted _line.

of Dalcrose, "I

wo~ld

not have a child say, 'I know'. bttt

rather 'I have e%perienced'•"

•.

Cit1senah1p training .started in the school
oTer 1n order to be of Talae.
gro~nd

As. Nash

m~st

narry

writ.ea, "The play-

and the recreation center become the great c·iti-

zenship laboratory. • 3

In oar athletic games the qaalities

called forth are needed in the later socialized conduct of
good

ci~isens.

There are interesting aspects of transfer

in hiatory of the nationa.
r~minde ~a,

"Hiatory tella 11s, • as Yost

•that nations have saoceeded in Democracy

a~

CiTilisation in almost e%&at proportion to their parti- .
oipation in, and emphasis on, competitive games and athletics.-' ~he reference is made to Great Britain and America,
outstanding leaders in international affairs.
times Greece atood with her
and education· above others.

cult~re

In ancient

and philosophy of life

She had her

pec~liar

competi-

tive activi•ies, the mos"t generally known, . the ·olympic . ··
games, originally of religioua nature.
l~pstrick, ~lhat Bange of ObJectivea for Physical Education?" J.m.. Pqaicl!l 1Cdncat1on Review, 14a~h. 1926, 696 •

o

.-..rolmaon, Pla~ ana Edttoatron, 188.
·
· ··
Zioemer and 1 len, Readlnsp in Extra...Cu.rricula ActiTities, Z6S ·:
B.E.A. Addresses and ro~eedings, Wol. Lit, 519-621, 1921;(c o~....-t. ;........_ \... -'"- d 0......_ . ~- ~~c- . r ll.y,c_
!

·.
:(>

....

~.'

:

.
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!oda1', one can diseern the philosophy ot gemea in th&
lives ot individuals. and nations.
aizea the
carries

"~;~.porting · philosophy"

wi~ him-~wan

Randolph· Bourne ' empha-

that the college student

anconaciona

ph~losopb¥

so tenacious

that tour years of the colleS& in its present . fo~ can do
little to disintegrate it."1 !his ~mely 'latent ph11osopbT ia essentiall7 a sporting philosophy, the

~od

bglo-Saxon conviction that lite is essant i&ll1'

&

whose significance lies in winning or losing.

·..

old

'•

same .

ETerything

about him manemTera 1n this faShion: politic& is. essentially
a game of a race for office: college

degre~s

are the :goals

of college lite.•2 Here ia generalisation and transfer 1n ·
ready evidence, leaving much to be desired, however,

.·

since, ~

according to Bo11rne, it is. the worse ·elements of ·sports
that seem to have transferred spontaneously.

Tiewpo1nt is giTen by Berry:

A happier

will make life

~daeation

beautiflll when it teaches na how to put the 'Spirit of the
aame • into li:t e. " 3
!he

appl1ca~iona

in the fielde ot pb¥siaal education

mast take place as epport1Ulit1ea preaent themaelvea and
they lll&lat be the

resa~t

o:t careful planning..

~he

instrllC-

.

'

tor must hate a set of general principles and clearly tho~ghto11t application& of these princ.iplea. · read;

to

11ae a a oppor...
.·. .

•

~J

.. .

(Continued) BaSh. ~he Relation o:t Pablic Playgro~nd and

'

.liecreat.ion centera to Our National Ide-ale of .Democrac7. • · :. ·
Roe•r and Allen, 361. .., .H.. Yost , "Edacat 1onal Aima in
- .
Competi-tive .i.thl.etioa." Am. ·xd. Digest, 4Z7-459 •. Jlme,.l925. · ··. ·.
1Bourne, Mu.cat1on and LiTinS;, 224. ·
·
~·..
·. ·:.~:: ,. ..· ·
2Ib1d. 224-22S.
. . .
~ ........ "'''
. :i{.:,";;~>, ~~
SBerr.r, Ph1loaoplq of Athleti~.a, 24.
. . _.: . . :. ·.;.~ ·"" ·: >'.: ~·~~·::;}~.!
.

;

:.·~

. . . '·: :..: ::

...:

~.:;· ·~~r~~~~ c,·.:

. ~ .. • !.··~-:-~
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t11nities present themselves., and m11st himself often create
the opport~ties.
method.

!hi~ constit11tes the essential of his

His next probl.em is- to determine what qualities.

of nharacter shall be sought.
In the choice of traits the writer made 11ae of the

California state Manaal of Phla1oal Education and other
standard "nati.sea on ph7sioal education, in all of which
lists of traits, both specific and general, are presented.
~here iB

a common agreement on the tou.r that constitute

the group headings below enumerated.

!rhe sab-items. are

for the most part represented in more than one list, and
represent a ohoiee of those that seem to lend themselTes
to generalization.
1.

~air

play, which might also be termed good sportsman-

ship, includes:
a. Honesty--a social qaality.
b. Co11rtesy

c. Kindness
2.

Cooperation, the civic qllality, the snbmerging of
personality to the rules of the game, inclades:
•• Loyalty
b. Am1abil1t7

a.

. '

. ...

s·e lt-oontrol, that C.iTiC and social quality, which
inc.ladea:
a. Acceptance of Tictory

.
b. Acceptance of defeat
c. J.cceptance of deciaiona

~.

..

.

~

•.

i

1'1

d. Determination

,.

..

e. Generosity
f.

~honghtfulness

g.

~ole

ranee

h. Obedience
4.

Initiative, decision, which ineludea:
a. Ingenait7

b. Responsibility
e. Reliability.
ETerywhere in life one may see the call for sportsmanship.

!l!yler in his studies believes strongly in the

need tor the development of the general ·transfer of this
quality.

Be says, "The oonc.eption of fair and unfair play

is almost :the. first gennine and apontaneons moral distinctions which the child makes. He is still Tery hazy in hia
idea& of the

righ~s

of

prope~7,

and ia anything bat clear

in his the-ories as to the .nec-e ssities. of truthfnlneas.

Bat

he ia more than snre the boy who cheats ia mean and low,
which is the definition of total depravity.

If this 89r.m

of morality is fostered as it may be, it will bnd and .
blossom in e whole system of individnal, social, and civic

righ~eouanesa.•1 It one has been known to be a cheat in
hie play activities, his assoeiates will doabt his honesty
in other ac-tivities.

There is tear that he will trans-

fer this into other situations.

"Let the man who doabts

the transfer of any big musc.le characteristics answer ·.·:

18

trQthfQlly this qaestion, 'Woald he willingly lend money
to or gp into business with a man whom he hBd detected
slyly changing his lie or redllcing his s-core on the golf
coarse?•wl asks Berry.
According to the "law of exercise" • as a . part of ·
~horndike's

form11lation of the laws of learning, it has

been determined that the more freqaently a specific response occurs the· more likely it is to occur again.

On

this basis then the greater readiness for response- forms
·a better basis for generalizing if it is to occar.

If ·

fair play ia the ideal of the team, it shollld be the ideal
of the schoo-l , the home and the other organized lUlits of
society.

As Williams outlines,

"~here

mnst come into the

college and school organ_ization a c.lear, cleanc11t call to
the finest sportsmanship and to the most chivalrous spiri-t
so that fair play is interpreted readily in terms of the
single standards of morals. "2 The importance of ·this trait
is becoming greater in this. day.

Aa tS8orge ttisher, well

known physical edaoator believes:
fhe new age demands men who will play the· game and play
it fair according to the rales. Hence, the ethical side
of physical training will be pressed so that it will get
into the very habits of men ••••• !l,lhe .new age demands social
leaders, team play, ability to work with others. ~he new
physical training will be highly social. It will place
emphasis upon the groap, 11pon coordinate action. !he new
emphasis will be 11pon participation.3
1 Berry, PhilosophY of Athletics, 11.
.
2wil11ams. "What Are We .Bilildiiig?", Ed. :Heview, Feb. 1923, 79.
3J.D.JP1sher, "fhe New Physical Train'ing." liii. Phys. Ed. Rev.,
M&J, 1920, 218-220.
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In addition, in the reaiization of cooperation he

must sQbordinate hia personality.

In the increasing or-

ganization of l.ife and of American life in particalar,
this trait of realisation of the need for whole-hearted ·
friendly agreement and concentration

QpoD

the greater

task rather than the waste of time and energy upon arga-·
ment for the personal beliefs and pre3Qdices is what woald
make for the SQocess of many attempted progressive movemente.
the

Later in this study, there will be pointed OQt ·

opport~ities

for this development not onl.y in ath-

letics and competitive activities, as one most readily
conceives the need for teamwork, bat also in the other
activities of a well-balanced physical edacation program.
Jesse

~.

Willi8Dls comments apon cooperation:

Good citizenship does not anddenl.y descend apon one
at the age of twenty-one. It represents a totality of
reaponses made ap of favorable and desirable reactions,
m&ll1' timea repeated, in s.ituations. of less importance.
Loyalty to a team may verr wel.l be the beginning of lo,alty to the nation aDd loyalty to a team 1n the face of
continaed defeats ~ proTOcative of something like the
spirit that worked in the hearts of those at Valley ll'orge
and in the Wilder.ness.l
In line with teamwork and cooperation must come self-

control, the conq11ering of the urge of one •a own personal
1nclimt1one.

In this connection !racy observes: . ·

Play, though preminently a childish occupation, decreasing as the years increase, should never be entirely
discontinued. In yoath, it is es.s ential to the highest
de-velopment. .A.nd in youth, it shollld, to a large degree,
take the for.a of eontest and competition between social ·
a.nita, a11oh as the club or the athletic team. :ror the
.·

lwilliama, OrS!nisation and Administration ot Ph1s1csl
Eda.eat!on, SS.
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development o~ the social oonsciollsness: is jaat at that
...
stage when its hea~thl' mata.ring shoaJ.d be facilitated. by
all proper means. l.mong those proper means. "team play""
is one of the most important. Pew things are better titted
than this to give self-control, consideration of others, ·
qaiekness in responding to any given sita.ation by the most
suitable reaction, and a healthta.l balance between egoism
and altra1Sf• which is one o~ the highest eda.cat ion
.,
desiderata.
· ·
~

ehild who can accept defeat as well aa victory

graciously ia the one Who will, under proper

con~itions,

accept the same resa.lts in life in a a:JJnilar JllflDller.

If ·

the team loses, determination to win the next time might
be the proper res.ponse stimulated by the oa.tcome.

Obed-

ieDCe to the ra.les and to tlie referee '8 decisions makes.
~rry

for self-mastery.

writes, "The man who has demon .. ·

strated eelf-mas.ter.v in athletics receives the confidence
of hie fellows.""2

'

.

Yrom the cooperatiTe, controlled individa.al Should
result those responsible, reliable, and ingenious citizens
who are dependable men and women of decision and ·initiative •
..
~hat is, in participation in big-muscle actiTity the
players develop habits of initiative and deoisiona.

The

baseball player knows when he Bhoald throw the ball to second and whe-n he should throw the ball to the catcher to
keep that rlln from scoring.
Yit1ea arise

~he

Likewise, in the · other acti- ..

opportQDities for · employment of 1ndivi-

daal ideas. ·and 'tho11ght.
.

·.

With the coming ot the nato.ral ·
.

program ot ph.vsical edo.cat1on, adT&nced primarily by Wood

,.

' .
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..

and Caasid7• the field for practice of this trait has been
&nlarged.
and the

In. this· program pro3ects

eonscio~s

fo~

the -working basia,

effort is to link the situations with
.

lite, itself.

.

The child is depended upon for making

many suggestions and

ac~ording

to

~horndike'a

wlaw· of

.

~

effect", when his suggestions are acted upon and bring

·..

satisfying results, he will be more likely to respond
again in the same way, thus developing habits of 1nitiative.
In the pla7 lite of the child and in the recreational

life of the adult many qlialitiea of character are ex.

pressed.

Physical education claims that the objective

of the hiSher moral and character traits Jll8Y be carried
over 1n other s.ituations 1n the school. in the home, ana.
1n the chnrch.

!hat this is eccompliahed as a fact is

an a.nproven theory.

Rowever, if these traits become

generalized and are expreased in many different situations
besides the immediate physical education actiTities transfer of training has been effected.

. ..
:

..

:

-.
..

.. .

..
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Chapter IV

~

.

CRifiCISli OJ! EXISTING ~HODS OP TRANSFER UsED Ill PHYSICAL

EDUCATION SITUATIONS

.I

... ~:.; •

Row have qualities of gpod character been sought?
seems to be agreed that the leader8hip .will determine

It

~h~

..

.

type of reaction within a group ander control.l Regard-

less of the leadership, what bave been the general devices
world.ng towards sportsmanship. loyalty, and .cooperation,
and an, Gf the other desirable traits? Codes and general
campaigns for sportsmanShip and fair play are the major
present deTices for the generalization of 'these eighteen

trait a which are claimed es results of education.

!he

codes have been worked out by the school authorities with
aome indirect aid from the pupils.
An example of each work is that carried on in the
Skckie Janior High School, Win.netaka, Illinois, in which
iD &dditiOD to their first

aim

of strong, :healthy, normal

minda and bodies through })h1's1oal education courses there
is stated a second aim, thus:

WVe think it desirable to

foster certain personal, civio 1 and social atti'tudea which

we believe to fall within the responsibilities ot the ..
achool.•2 .&. sportsmanship emblem is given to the "member

of each team, who. 1n the opiDion of

h~a

or her teammates,

'

haa contributed . most, by sood aport'amanship and u.nselfil!lh

1llaah, Or~sation and Adm1n1atretion ot Plal and Recreation, ··~.·
at!.
he eXtent ot thla paper dOes not permit more 'Ehan . : ;., ·
nference to this point ot diacnssion.)
~
· ':?4·: . .

..

2(see next page.)
.~

.. .
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o:ooperation toward bringing sa.ccess to this team._
!-1 At the
,•

beginning of each season the players sign an agreement, as

clo the parents and. home-room teacher ot each child, which
reada aa follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

I will obey training ra.lea posted by the coach.
I will at~end all practice periods and games, nnlesa
em11sed.
I will not 'play with other teama nnleaa g1Ten permission by the ooech.
I will accept coaches', captain's, and officials' decision& cheerfully and withollt disp~te.
I will conda.ot myself on or ott field of play in a
maDDer that will reflect credit apon ~ team aDd the
Skokie School.
I will at all times be oonneo11s to members of opposing te~s and their aa.pportere.2
In addition,

•tn order to stress our second atm, the

following list ot attita.dea is kept before 1he children
both b7 discussion and by example, and an attempt is made
to ehow their intimate relation to the sports program."3
~he

entire list is as follows:

le

LoJSlt7
a. Loyal to a teammate, friend, or comrade.
b. Lo,al to a captain or leader.
o. Lopl to a town, sta-te, nation, etc.d. Loyal to a tewm, section, class, or aehool.
e. Loyal to ideals of sportsmanship.
Rones.t7
a. Honeat in observing rnles of games.
b. HoneB't in obsening standards of competition.
c. Honest in repl7 to officials.• qneries.
d. Honest in returning and accounting for eqnipment.
e. Honest in respecting property righta.

2·

(aontina.ed) 2Roemer and Allen, Readings 1D Extra..Cnrriqll.l!z
..letiTities, 379 • Clark and. Be-atty, "Physical ~raining
iii J11nior High School". S'chool Review_. ·vol. XXXIII,
1926. 532-HO.
;lbid. 4.00.
-~bid.. 532-540.
I

• •
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3.

co .art e 1!3"
a.

C:oa.rteoa.a 1n speech to opponents. teaiiiD&tes. and
officialth
b. Coa.rteoa.a in action to opponents. tes.mmates~ and
officials.
.
c. Courteoa.s in recognizing ability of teammates. and
opponents.
.
a... Coa.rteoa.s in observing amenities.
e. Coa.rteou.s in observing righ'ta of ad~aoem areas.
4. ModeatJ'
a. Modest in acceptance of important position.
b.. Modest in acceptance of victory.
c. Modest in acceptance of commendation.
d. lfodest 1D acceptance of pu.blic ada.lation.
e. J4odes.t in demeanor while traveling.
5. Reliability.
a. Reliable in taking assigned position.
b. Reliable in method of play.
c. Reliable in meeting appointments.
.
d. R&liable in adherence to training obligations.
e. Reliable 1D mailltaining scholarship standards.
&. Che&rta.lnesa.
a. Cheerfa.l in acceptance of group choice.
b. Cheer~11l in acceptance of orders.
c. Cheerful in acceptance of advice or criticism.
d. Cheerful in acceptance of minor position.
e. Cheerful in acceptance of defeat.
'1. Initiative.
a. Expressed ihrtl\lgh resourceful play.
b. E%preased through advice and suggestions to teammates.
c. Expressed thro11gh leadership and example.
d. Is the quality expressed IUJd.er pressure?
e. Is the qa.ality constant or fluctuating?
a. Sociability.
a. Cooperates in preparation for activity.
b. Cooperates in policing (cleaning) after contest.
c. Cooperates 1n e.nforoing regu.lations.
9. ~enacity.
·
a. "sticks to 1t" in acquiring techniqlle.
·..
b. "Sticka to it" &Ultil the game ia end&d.
c. "Sticks to it" when on "short end" of score. .,
d. "Sticka to it • when playing against odde.
· ··
10. Pllgll&6it7•
a. Ia the qa.&lity plus or minus?
be Ia the qnality constant or fluctuating?
c. Is the qa.ality expressed throllgh bullying?
d. Is the qa.ality expressed through "picking fights"?
•• Is the qa.&lity expressed through determined
.
ettieient effort?~
Although exoellent in itself as a code of desired .
1Roemer and Allen, Readings in ~ra-Curricular Activities.
Z99-400, Clarke-and Beatty. "PhySic 81 !training iii Jliiiior·
lU.gh School"• SOh. Rev •• Vol. XXXIII, 1926. 532-640 •

'

....
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at'titlldea and traits the above is merely an analysis ot
the
A~

sp~ific

attitades expressed upon the playing field.

an ezample, in division "3" each subdivision, although

ideal, is
play.

apecifi~.

touching only upon· the child and hia

Likewise, while courtesy to the player and officials

is stressed there is no link-up with the school and the
teachers or with the home and the parents.
si.IDUar manner is specifically analysed.

Modest7 in
Jtor example,

•e•, modest demeanor in traveling, apparently applies only
to the times when a group is going from one plac.e to .
another for the p11rpose of pl.ying or 3oining in aome
school activity.
by

Might not generalisation be made here

emphasis 11pon modest and inconspicuous
behaTior at all
.·

times? Reliability ia analyzed in more general terms but
eTen at this point, in •c" and "e". the habit of generalization is given no direct impetas.
ant the entire

pl~

Consequently, through-

the same criticism holds; there is too

little generalisation and attempt to link up the definitions
of 'these qaalitiea to ordinary life sitnations. Cheerfttlness might have been

e~resaed

in the school room and home

actiona in the acceptame of assigmuenta and chorea.

Under . ·.

the diac11aaion of loyalty the best approach to general- ..
isation is made with reference to the town, etate, and ·
nation.

Also, the item, "loyal to ideals of sportsman-

ship•. glimmers of peroeptiona of other applications of·
the ideal Olltside the immediate activities. In each a code
there are many excellent appro~ches tor generalisa~ions o~

..
•
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the qualities so that the average child might more readily
generalize aDd the more intelligent might :tilld JDOre easily :tor himael:t the possibilities

~or

character training.

Aboat a decade ago, the following explanation of good
aportamanship was giTen to the school by Daniel Chase,
Superri.s or of Ph7sical Edllcation, Albany, New York·, explaining :to11rteen points of good sportsmanship, each with
ita opposite, arranged as follows:
A OOOD SPOm!1

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Playa fair at all times.
Plays bard to the end.

Doea not cheat.
Does not quit; ia not
ye-llow.
Ke-eps his head.
Doea not lose hia temper
even though wrong.
Playa tor ~he joy of playing Does not play for money
and for the success of his
or other reward.

team.
Is a good teem worker.

Does not
"Grand
Does not
Does not

pla7 to the
stand".
abnse -hia bod7.
shirk.

Keeps training rules.
Obeys orders of coach or
captain.
a. Does hie best in all school Doea not neglect hie
work.
stt1d1ea.
9. Backa hi a t~am in every honest Doe a not bet, · doe a not
way, but
think betting nece saary
to show loyalt7•
10. Gives his opponent a aqu.are
.Doea not take any techdeal.
niClal advantages; treats
visiting players as gaeat a •
11. Ia reapectfnl to officials;
Never blames ot:ticiala tor
accepta adverae decisions
defeat; doea not "crab~;
graciotlaly; expeeta officials · does not ..kick~; does . ~
to enforce rtlles.
not complain •..

6.
7.

IIBD HE LOSES

12. Cong%'8tu.lates the wi.nner;
Doea not ahow hia diagiTea his opponent tall cred.it ;._ . appointmen~; ia not a
learna 1o correct his :taalt&
~soreheada; does not
.
throagh his :tailnrea.
alibi; does not .make .... · ·: ·.
em uses.
. '.. --~·- ~·
. .
.l • :. .... • ,;,......:t

lwayman. Bdacation TlU-ott&b: Physical Edo.cation, 32'1-32~·

..

:~ :: i?/;:~
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WHE.1i HE WINS

13. Is generons, ia modest, is
considerate.

Does not boast; does
not rnb it. in; does not

"crow".

.

.

M ,.ALL TIMIS.
14. Is tr11e to hie. highest ideala.Doea nothing 11nwortlcy'
a gentleman and a 100
percent American.

o~

With yoanger children this code eliminates mnch confllaion and developa a clearer conception of sportsmanship.
However, the interpretation is again concerned with the
immediate situation of play, and th11a the boy and girl
wo11ld remember 'them only in this sitnation.

The statement,

"plays tair at all t.imea", offers an interesting possibility of generalisation for the school sitnationa and
home situations.

As.

a unit, this code eppears to rank

above the former plan in the possibility of its. ase foJ:
the realization of the carryover and transfer of the
qnelities from the big-maacle activities into other sitllations involving opportnnities for the expression of these
traits.
~he

following commandments, in the light of generalisa-

tion, illnstratee the better manner of sportamanship presentation.

These are qnoted here as given, but in the ne%t

ehapter the liberty is taken of developing into more specific generalization the vast field here suggested.

~ fEN COMMANDMENTS 0~ SPO~ A~D ETKRYTHING ElEE.l
(.Hagh

1.
2.

!:

s.

Fullerton)

!hoa shalt not qllit.
~hoa. shalt not J!ibi.
,
·
·
~hoa shalt ·not
oat oyer winning. · ·
a ro"tten IOSer.
!hOa. . Bhal-.. not

.. ......

lwajmen. Wd&leia;tion tproagl1 Physical Eda.~ation, 328.

..
'

'
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Tholl shalt not take anfair advantage •
Tholl shalt not ask odds tholl art 11nwilling to give.
'1. ~holt shalt always be rea~y to give thine opponent
th& shade·.
a. ~u Bhalt not underestimate an opponent nor overestimate thyself.
.
9. Bememb&r that the game is the thing and that he who
thinketh otherwise is a m11aker, and not a trae sportsman.
10. Honor the game tholl playeth for he who playeth the
ge.me straight and hard, wins even when he loses.
5.
6.

Likewise, this from the Sportsmanship Brotherhood, a
national organization, fostering the development of fair '
play among people is excellent and shollld serve to fllrther
the p11rpose in this program.
Keep
Keep
ICeep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Play

the ralea.
faith with yoar comrade.
yoo.r temper.
yo11rself fit.
a atollt heart in defeat.
yo11r pride llnder a victory.
a so11nd aoal, a clean mind and a healthy body.
the game.~
The following code is well arranged, avoiding too

apecifio application to the activity.
~ode

It ·iS called the

of Ethics", and has been prepared by .the girla' .

athletic association of the Reynolds High School, WinstonSalem, North Carolina.

It is llpholding only the best

standards for the girls in the school.
Aat a member of the Ricbard J. Reynolds High School,
I am determined:
1. !o do or to say nothing that will bring discredit on
~ aahool at any time.
2. fo support a losing as well as a winning team.
3. !o oheer good playing on both sides.
4. fo accept defeat or victory in the same spirit of sportsmanship.
...
6. fo give every collrtesy and consideration to officials,
teammates, and opponent a. ·
·
6. fo be modest, to possess. self-control, to use clean.
lwilliama and B~ghes, Athletics 1n Education, 100.
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apeech, ' to offer no alibi, and to take no un~air adTantage.
7. fo play as hard when losing as when winning a game.
a. To play for my team and not for myself. ·
9. fo correct my faalts, to take advice,. and never try
to conceal my mistakes.
10. !I!o give the beat that is in me to the end that ·r may
be a better athlete, a better stadent and a better
member of my school.l
According to modern psyohologista the intermediate
8'5epa of verbalization, that is, putting into words one's
own e%per1ence, placed between the lower step of mere . ;.
memorization and the highest step of doing, calla forth
better results than that of mere memorization.

After the

code ia made the next best deTice for integrating it into
the character of the child is to have it tally discussed.
The child thus achieves a verbalization approzimating in
value that of the original formulations of the code.
verbaliza~ion o~

B11t

eTen the better sort needa to be sapple-

by aotaal exercise of traits in various situations.

me~ed

Jay B. liash soanda a warning that one cannot wait till a
child is twenty-one and then expect a code -to be sa:tfi9ient.
He be-lieves that all this "goes to prove that attitades
acquired in play situations of childhood will eventually
dominate life behav1or."2

It wou.ld seem,. however, that

h1t neglects the possibility of a desirable and ef:tecti ve

verbalizing, intermediate between mere memorising and
aotaal experience in bailding ap attitudes through the
exercise of the traits.
.

I

lRoberta and Draper, EXtra-Class and Intramaral Activities, 190.
2lfasli. OrS!J!isation and Adiiiliiiatration of Recreation, 40.
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!he major

diffia~lty ~ith

the attempts to develop

form~lation

or acceptance bas been the

specific nature of the codes.

The high character ideals

eharacter by aode

have been applied merely to

sit~ationa

of the playing

field without associating with other sitllationa of the
home and the school.

This is not generalization, and with-

Ollt the impetus of generalization this thesis maintaina
that the aa.complishment of transfer of 1i.rain1ng
be effeated.

wil~

not

·.

. ..
4 •
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Chapter V
APPLICATIONS OP JODD'S Tlf&ORY IN

o•

:

PRts~AL ~ATION

ftitt ata.dy ao . far aa the applications are carried is.
limited to teaehing Bituationa. 1n physical education for
ninth grade girls.

At this. level the girls are in the

adolescen1 years o:t enthusi.asm and development.
llOBt

.. .

)lor the

.:

part the-y are very impUlsiVe and their reactions.

lack plan and thought.
In the uthor'a eohool that is the setting.

.·
In other

schoola the a1t11ertion may differ; and with variaDCe would
come different emphasis in this flexible program of development of the indirect aim of nbaraeter development.!he primary interest ia the teaching o:t physical edacation with an optimistic o11tlook towards character de-velopmem. in the entire, not merely on the field and gpmae·i 1111

floor, but also in the school rooms, in the homee, on

the streets, in the churches with younger and older people.
those of common interesta and those of other interests. · ,
In short, the great aim is the integration of self • · .
!he following plan has been used as e logical and
praetical working basis with regard to eaeh phase of the
progra• eo that thlf' indirect aim of physical education
can be more definitely ba.ilt apon tangible points.

rt

embodies the principal indirect aims of physical ed11ca-

I

.

,..

;

..

.. :

tion, so generally assnmed, with the
a

J.

proced~re

importa~t

addition of

tor achieving generalizations in each case.

General methods.

A.

~e

general1£ation possible in oodea.

1.· Birmingham Sportsmanship Code (see page35)

2.
lh

The c.ommandments.

(See page 27)

Linkage with public approval through

1.

Pictures of approved action.

2.

Stories ot actual happenings.

z.

Dramatizations·, sach as five min11te skits

.'

·'

during r&iDT days when no ectiTity ia possible.
Every opportunity utilized as it arises in

4.

·t eaching.

·'

II. Specific teaching plans with the ninth grade ezperillentsl
g1'01lp •

4•

..

Athl.etic a
1.

Volleyball 1J1 the spring.

a.

Discussions; five lesson plans develop thia.

b.

Use of q11estion boz: and eDilple bolt, with
ma~arity

ot group

dete~ining

factor in ex-

tent of application.

o..

Requ.1rement of test on sporte.manship rilles
for team

ct.

-.

~~~embers.

Ind1 Tidual rating cards for total. grade of

technique, discussion, and question boz

cout r1ba.t ion.
•'

e.

Oaptaina' and squad leaders' responsibility in organization.

Basket ball in the fall under similar plan. ·· · ·

2.
\

B.

y

•

I

:..\....

Dancing-

Leaaon plans develop each specific trait.

c.

stamt·a . eelt-testing activities.

~': . \

.:

·'

~iTe lesson plans develop tour points of general-

.

ization.

·'

JIOllowing this ontline the remainder of this chapter.
a:tter setting up the need for a definite technique for "-'
achieving the indi~ect aims, is. given onr to a d.iscusaion
.
.
of the eeTeral sec-tions on gene-ral methods. Diecussiona
of apec.itic plana will be the s&~bjec1t matter of the ne:rl

to11r c.hapters.
'
In the aboTe
development the' latter section is to be

a grouping of several lesson plans, the skeleton of a year•a

work:., in which each teacher exercises her own judgment in
emphasia 11pon the various traits that are most Decessar,in her particular location.

ters writes,

Concerning this point, Char-

"In tact. it is doubtful

if any method of

teaching an ide&l .will work in a community where e. convincing n1111ber of persons who follow the ideals cannot be
folllld..ttl.

Accordingly, there is the need tor examples. from

the beat that coDDnnit7 life affords in order to reach· t.he

loharters. !he !eaching of Ideals. 255.

girla.
"Eac.h lesson should then be the concrete expression
of a definite hygienic and educational thought." emphasizes Skarstrom.

"It sho11ld embody the teacherte ideals,

standards, and special knowledge; it should represent
his rmderatanding of the conditions to btt met and his
beat

~a.dgment

of how _the pa.pila' time and efforts are to

be utilized to the tallest advantage.~

MOre apecifi~

methods :E'ng1eman suggests:

·· ·

She (the teacher) m11st find appropriate ways ot · .dealing with children, Whatever their individual weakneaa or

moral needs. ~hrough the development of group standards
of sorality that will rebuke the immoral child, through
isolation, 'through p&miehment, through interviews that
will attempt to show the 11glineas of the aota Bhe condemns,
and to set up a better standard and ideal of behavior she
will administer to the individual child. as the~ need. She
will do it persistently in charity. and without fear of ·
poaaible unpleasant conseqa.ences. She will do it, too,
mdndful of the fact that there are likely to be repetitions of the ta11lt she ia laboring to correc-t for habits,
dispoai~iona and attita.dea are not permanently and ins~ant
ly changed in a p11pil, even when he is led 'o will with
the teacher to have ·them ,so changed.2
!hroughout the entire program the girl must think.
As Dawson strongly emphasises, "Aq type of physical edacation that does not conceiTe of man as a tandamentally
thinking beiug and that does not definitely add to his
capac1'7 to think will never create

to say, cultured men.

~ivilized,

that ie

It will create only apemen. or at

.

...

moat men fit for gladiatorial contesta."l Dawson. in
this connection, diatingo.ishes between ho.man· and anlmal
learning so.mewhat as ETerett Dean Martin does 1n his
valued book, file Meaning of a, Liberal Eduoatian, in the
first two chapters.
!lhe first definite step towards generalisation is the
presentation of cades and descriptions e>f the general
t-raits to be exercised in more than one situation.

B7

n81li.Dg the ideala 1n definite terms the generalization
has begun with verbalizing of expe rif)nce.

The code of

the Phillips. High School, Birmingham, Alabama. (known aa
the Birmingham Code), affords a good ezample and wollld
readily sene with the mere change of the personal pronoun.

If the code were attractively elaborated by deacrip-

ti ve hu.moroua pen sketches and the·n promineutl7 diaplayed
11pon the bulletin board of the physical edu.cation depart-

ment the girls by means of visllalisation 11011ld be made
aware of the possible transfer.

~his

is the code:

J. GOOD SPO~SMAB

Ia Co11rteoa.s..
On the field he does not jeer at errors; he does not cheer
at the opponent •s penalt7; he treats them as gt1est s, not
enelliea. In achool he ie considerate of the taoa.lt7. of
fellow stlldenta and of visitors. In life he ia respectful to elders and superiors; he treate .the other fellow
as he ·would be treate·d .
Is Kocleet.
On the field he wo rka tor the good of the team rather than

:

lDawaon, "Edllc·ation Conte·n t ot Ph7s1cal Eda.cat ion". J.m.
Physical Ed. Review, October, 192Z. Z55-360.
•
•

•

•
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tor individo.al honor; he will even sacrifice his own
prestige tor his team; he is a graoio11s winner. In

-..

.

school he does not become conceited over his so.ocees, neith&r
does he feel h~selt so.perior to his classmates. In life
he does not "blow" abou.t what ·he is going to do; he does
not boast aboo.t what he has done •
.Is Generoo.a.

On the field he applauds a good play o:t his opponents; he

J,

gives the other fellow the benefit of the doubt. In school
h~ does not nknock" other schools or individuals; he appreciates another's merits. In· life ha does not ridicule
the man who is ndown" bllt encourages him. .He is not afraid
to think for himself and to voice his opinions straight
forwardly and clearly.
Is ~ame.
.
on the field he plays hard; he fights though he may be
already defeate~; he accepts adverse decisions; he is a
good loser• In school he does his work, he keeps on working in the face of almost certain tailo.re. He has the
"vim to think straight, the plack to act straight". In
life he does his part, however hard it. may be; he accepts
reverses with a smile and t riea again.
t,•

t

••

Is Obedient.
On the field he observes the . ro.les of the game. In school
he observes all of the regulations. In lite he respects
the civic laws and the demands of the community.
Is Yair.
.
On the · field he oampetes in a clean, hard-follght bo.t
friendly way; he helps an inJo.red opponent; he has no
al.ibis. In school he does no't waste his time nor that
of the :tac11lty; he does not copy his classmate's work; he
does not receive aid from any so11rce on his examinations.
In life he aeea impartially both sides of the qo.estion;
he o.ses no o.nderhanded methods; he ia not influenc!d by
money: he ia not partial in administering justice.
Likewis&, the commandments offered in a critical way
might a11pplement this poster of the Birmingham Code. ·!rhis
1a an elabora-tion npon the original previously listed (page
2'1} , for the sake of realizing general transfer. • It will·
be noted that o.nder each commandment there are three items

1

..

'.
N. E. A•• Department of Superintendence, 4th Year Book. 402, · . ·:
"!he Bat ion at \fOrk on the Pa.blic SChool Carrie ulllm" •
\

.·

3'1

of application;

~a"

it will be observed is

~

specific appli-

cation to situations in athletics; "b" is more general and
applies to other eohool situations,

aft~rding

the

studen~

opporl&Ulity of finding his own applicationa in general
school life; "c", most general ot all. seeks to lead the
pupil into the field ot independent thinking about other
situations as embodying the principles of the commandJnen'ts.
!rhis last section might be assigned to the pupils as a
project for them to develop through their own obserY&tion
and ezperienc.e.
fB !J.D COMMAB.DM:JmTS 011' S:fORT AND EVERYTHING ELSE

l.

3.

(See page
27)

!lhou shalt not qa.it.
a. In the field play all the game even thollgh. losing
from the Ter7 beginning.
b. In school st11d3' and get every bit out of yoar
lesson--ell ~hat the teacher can give and all that
you can find tor yourself. Don't giTe a.p when
eomething becomes ha~er to understand.
c. In lite don't be "yellow".
fho11 shalt not alibi.
a. On the field. you, with your te~. are the ones who
are reaponsi~le· for the results. .
be In school yo&t control your work. It is up to yo11.
o,. In life, at home, or 8DJ1fhere, there are not e.xcaaea to be made.
!fhou. shalt not gloat oYer winning.
a. After ~he game accept your victory joyfully and
gladly bat remembering that even yet you might have
played better.
b. In school be pro~d to have achieved an honor, such
aa memberShip in the honor society, bnt remember
that oDCe yoa. were not there, even as some of yoar
friends may not be.
o,. In life be happy and glad to have yoar wants satisfied bllt do not become forgetful of the less tort~
at&. _
~hoa shalt not be a rotten loser.
a. Afte1" the game accept 7011r losa q&~ietly knowing it
iS; 11p to you to improve. and realizing that the
other team played better.
b. ln eahool realize your failures are yo11rs to improTa.

38 .

c.
5.

In life. at home, and away from home, althollgh

fort~nate than others, accept th~ condition
q~ietly and work for victory and aacceaa.

less

Tholl shalt not take 11ntair advantage.

a.

on the field give the other fellow a sq11are deal;

b.

In echool, when the teacher leaTtta the room remain

if ahe doea not know the game explain and help her.

at work; do not diaturb or copy.
In li~e do yo11r work; when ~11r mother ia away clo
the work. and in business when the employer is
gone, keep up the office routine as if he were
there.
6. ~hou. ahalt not ask odds thou art unwilling to give.
a. In "the game do not aBle. yo11r opponerrt 1io do that
which 70a. wo~ld be WlWilling to do, B.llch aa accepting an ineligible player on the other aide.
b. ID achool. do not ask yo11r teacher to do that for
you 'tha-t is not fair 'to the others of yo11r class.
ex. In life do not take from the other anything 700.
oollld no~ give to her.
7. tilou shalt always be ready to. give thine opponent the
shade.
a. In 'the fie~ offer yo11r opponent the better conditions.
lt. In achool giTe yo11r olaesmates the &dTantage.
c. In life be kind to others and offer them the beet
that you can Share with them.
8. ~hou ah~lt not tLndereetimate an opponent nor overestimate thyself.
a. On the field know 7011r opponenta can play as well,
perhaps better. than you.
b. In school know that 7011 do not rank high aboTe
others, b11~ that ~hey. too, are there.
c. In lite know that ~ou have no aaperior rating for
there are always others your eqo.al and superior.
9. Remember that 'the game is the thing and that he who
thinketh otherwise is a mucker and no tra.e aport sman.
a. In the field think only of the best way to play
and know that the playing is the present interest.
b. In aohool know tbat your st11dy is all important.
c. In lite know that whatever you. are doing, if it is
good, is the important thing.
10. Honor the game tholl playeth, for he who playeth the
game straight and har~. even when he loses, wins.
a. In the field play all the time in a tair way.
b. In sohool sto.q hard and even it yo11 lose know
that you are better tor having tried.
c. In lite. live well and though yo11 may never reach
1011r goal know you have worked for it as well as
yo 11 co llld.

c.

In this specific explanation of the more general ideals

caricatures. and striking pict11rea. from co.rrent events and
•'

lives o'J! people shoald be atilized.

With thie special gromp

of ninth grade girls small snapshots or illu-strations from
motion pictures coald be inserted and a more acate interest
might be aroused for the girl's interest is often centered
apon s110h a pastime.

Compe-tition between groapa in collect-

ing the best illustrations might advance this phase more
easily.

In addition, sino.e the chart ot the commandments

is. rather lengthy,the best presentation is a aeriea of two
eommandllenta every other day, with the final complete .whole
giTen in a 'shorter form with one illastration or a new
aUDDBry sketch.

Assistance from the art department in

··

this work would simplify development and lighten the teacher's
load and responsibility.

nere

mo.st be linkage with life sito.ationa to effect

the transfer.

Jay B. Bash has oatlined a good pict11re of

the paralleliss between child and ado.lt situations.

Ria

ideas are well charted:
Game a (organisation ot child)

State (organization of man)

!eamwork
state acts as a anit.
Cooperation is all
Cooperation necessary--the
teaJD fails or wins together. . important •

team playa a a a llllit.

Be willing to attempt

difficalties.
stay with it.

<

.
Coo.rage
Attempt diffico.lt programs
of social welfare.

•

ftir Play--Good Sportsmanship

Pir with _team am
opponents. .
Win fairq. '' ·: :·.

Win money,· honor. fame
fairly. LOok the world
in the- face.
' .

Origin o'l Rilles
Rlllea made by 4ommittees and
Made by
teachers.
Play by
Live up to them.
Complain to the committee.

.
Live up to the law. .
·.
Complain to legislatare. 1 ,
..
".l decent re speClt for the opinion of mankind," right- ·:
~hem

fully 11rgea Engleman, "is an impelling force in making' :· ··:~ -~. ,-· -~··.
indiTidllals and teams aa well as nations- conform to. ·mral ..:< ..:·-· .·:.·
law in their behaTior."2 ~his is the 'force ot · p11blio .. :... ··· - ~ :·.->··;.
·...
. ..
. .
•

•

#'

.

.....

.-)

sation will aid verr much.

Based upon the lesson of the

.

:

several coJillDandmenta a aeries ot tableaus. may be developed.. · ·,. · =·:·
A tableau for each commandment, three for each situation, · ·
would attord exoelle.at underetancl.ing of the functioning of
traits in other places besides the
partment.

~sical

edaoatiOD

de-

.
... ;

J.a a contribution of the departmem to the girl 'a

assoo.iation program, the participants llight become enth11s1aat1o pla7era.

In the presentation the herald 1ntrodttcea

each coDD&ndment by trupet and word. and an appropriate
prologae and epilogae wonld adequately- open and- teminate·
'the effort.

In a teaching- ait11ation similar to the on~ :- ·- ~

studiecl. rainy days meant no . active work.

!he incorpora- .

tion of short five m1n11te skits illnstrating some trait--··
CO&lrteay in.

gmll88iWD•

general enligh't8'DJDent •

school, and home--made

for

more

fhe teaeher found that the girls .

~·

..
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appeared to be too rea~ to dramatize the negative qaalitiea.
However. the girls took the initiative in the demand for

~

more of sw:lh work•
.Aasa.redly. historJ end literata.re fa.rnish some very ..•
great ezamples that the girl Should grasp. incidentally.
1n order to JDBke for the s&tooess. of this aim and oblective

in edanation.

As an illaetration of this type of historical

developmeDt ia the tableaa presentation of all sood ezamples

ot sportsmanship from the time of Cain. on down to the modern
da7•

Cooperation with other departments is the ideal work. ..

ing situation tor this phase of the program.
A ~ide to Literat11re for Charao~e' Trainins. b7 starbuck and ShAttleworth, offers help for specific instances

to- the

in cases of var1o11a girls who are not meas11rillg ap

aTerage in some trait manif'estation.

Por 1natance. a girl

who does not know how to be a good sport might be supriaecl

with an assignment s11ch as "Robin Hood and Bla Kerry Ken":
or the girl of dishonest tendenciea "A Last wairy fale
ancl ao on down

throash 'the
1

,..

li~a

8
;

given in thia reference.
-

fhe llllcleratanding thet satistaction is reached. thrOo.gh

following the ideals set up. should tend in any normal girl
to~ a ~eater expendito.re of effort for aaltivation of that

icl.eal throa.gh her deeda and

aeso~iationa

with others. .

throusJ:loo:t the 7ear good clU"rent posters and ctrawinga
Ulo.atrating printed matter shollld keep thes-e traits o.ppermod 1n the· thollghts of the girls.

Por an e%8Jilple~,one m~~s.t
I

be aoc.ial in all ways, teamwork--in 'the home- with the
father, in the town as a Toter, in the 1111ion aa a worker,
and 1n the nation aa. an .Ailerican ait;iaen.

!!!his striking

aen1ieDOe :from Engl.eJD&D might result in a very good poner or plaz• "!rhe-re is· more honor in an honorable de teat
than 1n a 41ahonorable viatory.wl
In 'fihe entire program the girls are 'lo thiDk, to

reason.

~e

diaaipline. instruction, and critical aaper-

Tiaion are .tmponant," wrns Hethe-rington, "btit the organisation ot a moral aelt-direction among the children
1a more important. n2
of the aot1v1ty.

.Jbdgment shoa.ld come in the midst

"Special situations and moral problems·

1D their conarete form shall be taken a.p and solved..

!hie

ia "he leader's opportunity to lead on the interests and
d1scgsalona to the point ot
st11dent

o~ticial.' re-port a

general1za~ion.•3 When a

dishoneat7 in some player then

is the tille to emphasise the need of that trait 1D order
Oc.caaionally the class. might be

to gain social 11111ty.

tested with a demand for honesty in decision ot a relay
finish or in the matter of promptne-ss. in line and aqa.ad
ors&nil&tion~

fhe- danger throa.gho11t thia general method ia eTident.

!he

te~er

.ast be painstakingly cautioa.a not to appear
~he

ltpreacth&ya.

more girls do themselves the more the

lBnsJ,eun, Koral Education 1n the School and Hofl• 203.
~lletherington, sChool Progr8Jil in Phzslcai Edaca on. 97.
Ibid, 98.

·.
'

I•

ideal will become dea·ired.

If the girls become &nDOJltd '

with th1a me'thod not much can be gailled•

..· ·..

fhe following social teat, from wood and Cassidy,
may help in de"te:rmination of the success and need in 'the

realisation

~t

the indirect aim ot character education

through physical

1.
2.

z.

4.

s.
6.

~daoation.

Does every child get ll chance to act as leader?
children helpful to each other?
R&Ye 'they respect for leadership?
DOes the child work for own glor7 or 'to make a good
groa.p score?
Are children gl"Owing in abilitY' to play together?
Does he feel group decision ia more valid than his
~

own?

'·

a.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
18.
1~.

Doea the grol1p know and analyse ele-ments of good
apon sman.Bhip?
Is. sportsmanship ideal 1n all activities.?
Does c.hild play to win?
Can he lose without alibis, complaints, accusations!
can he take defeat or Yic:tory eq11all.7 well?
Is there groap 311dgment on the poor sport?
DOes he play hard to the end?
Are they growing 1n ability to control emitement?
Are the7 growing in abili1iy to control temper?
Do children cooperate and give immediate response to
leader?l
fte ite-ma of general me"thod which haye. been en~U~&rated

aDd eT&lmated in this discussion are the Birmingham Code,
Commandllenta, Nash 'a. parallelism. d.ramatisat ions, a11gges1ied
.readings. posters:, and the soeial test.

!his list, while

not exhaluitive. ie: sllfficient11' varied to Bhow maey poaaib111tiea of application of' the principle of transfer.

Al-

thollsh transfer and its &mollnt is questionable the following ia a

prac~ ical

'tho11ghi:

fhere may be no transfer of such abilities to other fields
lwood and Cassidy, .mew P&ai!lal Ed.11cation, Z29-Z33.

of l.ife.

Ba.t it seema to the writer that there ia no W81'
mown to modern education to develop sach abilities ezoept to pat papils, time after time, into saeh aita.ations,
where social contact • ethical decisions, and emotional
control will be possible and are demanded and then b)?' ever7
meana available throa.gh wise leaderShip and the pressa.re
o~ pablic opinion, produce satisfaction with right responses and, &DilOyance with wrong ones 11nt il we bnild np a
habit of desirable reactions.. So shall we ba.ild up good
citiaenship and right. ch8rac.ter. So do o11r team fighting
gamea serve eda.cation.l
·
In the general teaching aitnatione of ph7aical edll-

eation generalisation

o~

groa.p can be soa.ght.

1'he ae generalizations apply Judd • s

the

apeci~ic

aotions within the

!Cheory to the si-tuations end with the ase of the s everal
enamerated codes make for transfer of training.

··
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Chapter VI
APPLICATIONS 01P JUDD'S THEORY IN PLAY AliD A~~IJ.tETms.

J.:tter determination of the

genera~ p~an

apecific plazaning o:t the program begina.

ot attack the

J.c:tiTe games,

sports, and athl&tics, have composed the general field in
which transfer claims have been he~d by

Jllllll,Y•

~ompet1-

t1ve gemea of all sorts fllrni_Bh a splendid agency for
training 1n fair play, cooperation, modesty in victory.
and self-control 1n defeat--the v1rt11e of a good sportsman • .,1

Girla of Janior high achool age are eaaentiall7 ohil4.-

ren aeeking play and· recreation.

"It ia natare•s pre-

ea.ribed collrse." aaya Joseph Lee of play.

"School ia 1n-

ya1uable in forming the child to meet act11al social opportmnitiea and conditione.

Withont the aohool he will not

grow up to fit our institutions.
not grow 11p at all. "2

Without play he will

T~ie ia agreed to

by

the Rational

CoiDIDittee on Reorganization of Secondary Education.

"As.

regarda the. character ba.ilding activi'tiea the coDlittee
reoollllellda that the c11rriculwn of activit7

(in

team games

and athletic. contests) both 1n school and after school
Should inclu.de all papila and sho11ld be related not only
to health bnt to right conduct. 8 3

... .

1 Yoamg, "Psychological Ob3eotivea 1n Pqeioal Education,"
£
Am. Phys. Ed. R~Tie~ Feb. '29, 93.
JOaepa Lie, Pla:v iii Ed11C.at1on, '1.
ZXooa, !he Amerlian Secondary School, 60'1.

. .... .
;
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ID "this specific 11ethod the two major activities: are
TOlleyball and basketball with two daya each week given

to the aporta.

Each type lesson will attempt an enlerge-

m&nt of one trait.

The length of the period ia thirty

minntea eo that the time may accordingly be apportioned.

I.

Pair pla7

ObjectiTe:
and

..

'•·. ' :

IDtrodWltion of elements of TOlleyball senice
Realisation of fair pl•7• !Delusive of ·

~lle;ing.

hone-B't7• counea.y, and kindness, in act1T1ty and. the

mow-:

lads- that likewise there are situations 1n life requiring these traits.

Proeedllre:. In

&Dy.

aport program. the preliminar7 part of

the aeaaon 18 given to practice in teclmiqae.

fhe firn

day of T011&7ball practice the teacher finde out how MD7

know the ndimenta and object of the game.

After 'this

haa been explaine-d 'the claaa is divid&d into two groo.pa,

one to eene and. the other to volley the ball in aquad
foftl&tion. · In the aenice the girls lllight be aaked 'to b'
k1ndl7 and thoughtful in their criticiSIIl of each other•s

form of senice.

In the volleying practice honesty may

be ll'treaaed b7 emph&aia on fair turn about of each 1n
paaaing 'the ball on down the aq11ad.

After fifteen minutes

of practice with gronpa alternating between two diriEiions
the

sa-

of Keep

I~

Up ia began.

fhe

~aptaina.

chosen

fro& the group mowing the 8811• • are adTiaed by the -teacher who says. •I know yo a. two will help the others. tt

. ·.

. '.
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(kindness)

With a brief review of the. rales, that there

oan be only two successive volleys by the same player • .
the teacher might say, "I will leave it np to you to play
fair--an~

not break any rules--and if you do, be honest . .
with yourself--as all good cit ize·n e ehoald do." During
the

same

the ball.

each leader helps the others in learning to volle7
Indirect suggestions from the instructor will .

aid in this place.

After aboat five minutes of play rest

is called and the girls remain on the floor for disoassion.

..

Discussion of the taalts shonld oome first--that both
hands are needed to direct the path of the ball.

fhe

generalization discussion might then be begun in this
manner:

~ere

you all honest? Don't you think it will

pay to be honest if yo11 can improve?

Wouldn't it be grand

if all teama co11ld play a fair game?

Do you agree?"

discussion JIU1St be open.

!he

!Che group may enter whole-hearted-

ly. and then, others may need more enaonragement in parti-

cipation in group discussion.

The author found that on

the first attempt the girls needed much direction.

General-

ly, however, they agreed with the worth while s11ggestiona.
In ~hia connection, Bowdlear and Van Buskirk give some
so~d

adviee:

~he ~ emphaais

shonld be placed upon pupil

participation and cooperation in activity.

ne

teacher

as much as is consistent with the wise use of time should
remain in the baokgrollDd•

However, the pupils must be

SDided ~til ~he7 h&T& become proficieut in self-direo~iOD.wl
After tllia the game continues again.

The girls are re-

millded "that they must rememb&r rmlea and find further e:E.-

am.ples, needs of. or delightful naea of fair play oll't81de
the claaa period.
II.

Cooperation.

Ob~ec"tive:

•arther 'techniqlle development.

Advancemen-t of

the thoaght ·that cooperation. loyalty, and submerging of
personality are necessary not only in games bat also in
other activities.
Proeedure:
volley

~his

~rsctice.

claaa begins with contin11ed se.rrioe and
Then a abort game of Xeep .I t Up follows.

In the rest period there is. technical dia.cuesion and the

question, if not brought 11p by the girls, thelllselve·s, llight
11.Did any of you. see ezamples ot fair pla7?

Or,

aaybe, 1011 aaw need for it aroWld. school or 011tside."

!rhe

be given:

hope, here • ia the beginning of open channels of diecaasion.

After thia an explanation of the game is given.

The

pla7era are placed on the collr·ts and the play ia started.
"llhat is. most neceaeary here?"

(Teamwork. fair play.)

"Play the game with the thollght of yoar te8JDBI8te and her

position, not only yourself." To transfer this point the
class Should be Shown how much better the playing ia with
q11iclt 'shor-t passes direct to other players rather than in-

lBowdlear and Van Baskir, "An Analysis of the Aims of
Ph¥s1oal Edllcation" All • .Phya. Ed. Review, Jan. '26. 692.

diTid~al

long

volle~a

Playing Should

which msually tall ahort of the net.

cont1n~e

with a

pa~se

every

tim~

makes a poor play and th.lls does not completely

one player
a~biDerge

After aeTeral lllin-

personality to the good o:t the team.
a.tea ot play all shonld be giTen rest.

Disc~saion

of the

need for loyalty and teamwork follows with man7 life ·
1ll~~rations.

a~ch

aa in the home or ba.einess.

not the advisory that works together

"Doea

a anccess

soor~

before the gronp which does not work as one

lllli~?"

In

the laat few minutes of the clasa the assignment to work
o~t

team plays may be given.

III.

Self Control.

Ob~ectiTe:

Jlllrther practice of volley and senice with

the pnaentat ion of some of the team plays planned. by the

claaa.

DeTelopment in thia lesson of the need tor self-

control. i t playa and team succeed; likewise, the need tor
self-control whenever necessary.
Procedrtre:

Claaa work opens with regular alternation of

Tolleying and service practice.

a:tea Of practice open

After th• first ten min-

disc.~ssion

of the need for teamwork

followa,in which every practical suggestion given by the
girla ahould be

d~ly

considered.

Each group of girls or

each indiTidLlal who has worked o11t the plays then shows
on 'the blackboard how they may be played.
sholll.d be freely giTen by others.

Criticisms

!rhe:re is. then general

p1a71ng of the- teama for the mxt fiTe minutes.

. ..

Daring
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the reat period this qllestion ia raised by 1ihe inetrac·t or:
"Do 10a. find something is necessar7 when yo11 are playillg and

••

the referee calla?• !his Shoald lead ap to the answer of
self-control, that they llli1B'k not diap.ute her wo:rd.

"lrill

JOD.r tea11 be satisfied with yoa if yo11 delay the game b1'
doing this?

Doesn't the refertte, howeTer, sometimes need

help!" !he teacher shoald have giTen opportanity to the

. •..

girla to have helped her at times when the ball was· outot-boanda

or

when ahe waa "not c:ertain if a pl&¥er had ..

volle7ed the ball more than twice in aaccesaion.

If she

can rellellbezo individual cases, some mention should be
made of these in order to make the girls aatiatied with

their actions.
it!

.•

"It's easy to j11st hi't the ball,· ian•t

You mast direct yoar volley if you become a better

player.

Easy to back ap oa.t of position, isn't it?

takes self-control to keep yoar place.
things what you always

do~

:rt

Are the easiest

What abo1.1.t it .in school, here?"

After a abon diacllaaion teams play again.

Before claaa

diamiaaal they are told to bring in some obae.nation on

the need for self-control and seeking for better actiona
'.

1n other ai'*a.ations removed from th&

IV.

Initiative,

Ob3ectin:

Q~DD&aiu

floor.

de~iaion.

Jlllrther development of the game.

Realization

of opportu.nitiea for initiative, decision. and the need

tor these 1n other aitllationa.
Prooe.dure: · Jlifteen min11tea of the· period ie taken up with

.· .
..

il

eerT1ce relays.

•tva

min~tea

tor

diae~ssion

ot the need

tor teamwork anct the placing of two team.a on the floor
read; for play follows.

ll'tea.

~hese

play for

abo~t

five min'•

Criticism by the teacher that one oannot be elow

on the. field and IIUlst always be alert is given. · She
might ask:

"What does this call for?

&lltOJDObile driver?
a.U.?

What about the good

Doesn •t she have to be very mnch

:Is 1;he:re not often the need tor qa.ick decieion

when a aecond. might m.e an disaater?"

·.

.DeTelopment of the

essentials of initiative and decision nece.ssary in playing
ahallld be · discussed.

"Be alert,

right player up closer to the net.
always work every time, can 'they?

Get the ball to the

These team playa can't
A good bD.aineas man

or teacher can •t always do th• same thing, can he?• Kore
playing by all teams finishes the class periocl.
V.

General Sll.JDID8ry.

Ob~ective:

Volleyball deT&lopment with incidental stress

apon ethical oondact. -

Procedure: . S!hroughout the entire volleyball season the
teacher mnat seize every opportunity to link ap teaching
of fair play, cooperation, self-control, initiative, and
decision 1n gamea, to life situations, both immediate and

remote.

Qeneri.l method of class diSC.I18Sion, after ever7

game •. of good playing. poor playing, good action and

poor action,
ob~eotive.

~a

the main means. of working towards this

.
.
Since two days a week haa been devoted to 1ih1a

aport. the above lessons will have taken aboGt two weeks

.·

tG cover, with ample development of each llDit.

.According-

ly, in thia lesson with --the beginning of the ·third week
a new idea can be brought
to the c.lasa. .I. typical quea. ..; .
tion box, 11sed in other su.bjec.ta, set up in the gymnasiwm,

...

ia to receive in written form eumples o:t some trait
needed in basketball seen 1ri action somewhere else, or
the need :tor it in some other

Thereafter, in

sit~ation.

each claaa period dllring one of the rest periods the
teacher will draw several illu.strationa from the box.
~heae

selections should result in discllssion llnder tact-

In addition, there may be on file a
.
.
record. card for each girl rating her part in techniqae,
tu.l leadership.

in disc.11saion participation, and in the question and

ill11strat ion llox offering.
a swomar7 way.

~his

card is g1ven below in

The &llthor has :tolllld that this method, al-

though Justifiable, ia rather

dit:tio~lt

to carry over and

woo.ld probably s.uoceed better with an older group.
SCORING CARD
I

lame

Dite

!i!ec.hiilqu.e

'

1

])lscllsslon

•t *
'

~

..

1

l

BO:r:

t
** '
• ..
• ..

!rechniqo.e~-graded by absolute ob3ective testing of servicea.
volleys, etc.
...
*--worth7 contribution to dieaussion.
**-wo:rtey oontriblltion to the box.
~

J:t the conel11a1on o:t the sport sea eon a pla7 day ia ·:
arran~

with eome nearby school.

In the local situation

'.

.
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the gaesta are the girls from the other Jnnior High within
the city.

~hese days of play have bright fnt~res pre-

dicted for them.

"It will make good sports ot the aver-

agegirl and boy--good sports in the sense- of being physically alert. active yonng citizens, and good sports in · ·
the sense of being mentally and emotionally poised ones

8
,

believes Mrs. Herbert Hoover, "When we call them good
sports in this sense we pay a compliment to oharaoter.
Good sportsmanship is indeed a fundamental character
quality.

It makes happier individnals, happier citizens,

happier commnnities."l
Before th~se play days take place the Girls' Assoaiation, it such a gronp is organized, Shonld give a program. of good sportsmanship by dramatization of good and

poor eumples of sportsmanship upon the field and 1n life
sitnatione, thus ill11strating that tl:ie proper actions
lead to satisfaction and el~ination of annoyance.

Before

a girl may participate in the pls.y day she should take a

written examination on the Birmingham Code.

The beet

method woa.ld be to let the captains of the home room
'

grompe teat their groups; and then the teacher, with the
help of these leaders,- can determine those who apparently
IUlderstand the right ac.tione.

This has been done in

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, in the Perry High School.

They

lperrin and !furner, Play Day, the Spirit of Spgrt, 2 • .

deem that at least it ~insures a knowledge"1 ~f the rules
of the game.
n~erale

points

In the point system of athletic awards of

and letters which every sohool gen&rally

Bho~ld

be given tor

display of these

act~al

follow~.
q~al

ities in the gamea and relationShips on the field and
~aaiwn

floor.

Another idea, originating in the same

high school, is the plan of having the players of one
team name the player whom they consider to be the best
aport on the oppos-ing team.
The plans for sport generalization have been baaed
upon the following principles:
of their own plans
other

ait~ationa

~nder

children's

teacher's

form~lation

sti~lation;

list of

involving same traits as those met 1D

active playing; generalisation by
and ideals involved;

stim~lation

p~pils

of principles

of pupils to formulate

a plan tor continued right action in all situations of
the type studied.
Without any definite measurement of transfer some Y.M.

c .A. students at Springfield were asked their opinions·
about the help they had obtained from athletics in strengthening their characters.

!I'hey were

d~ly

warned that pre Jo.-

dice and too-ready acceptance of the popo.lar opinion of
transfer might influence their responses.

group was a college
of

t~

gro~p.

Since this

athletieally inclined, cognisant

danger of too-ready acceptance, these results are

la-eorge Johnson, "Play and Character~, Am. Phys. P:d. Review,
Oat. 1926, 981.
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interest in g.
Of 302 men 283 (93.~) stated that the leseons·had carried
oTer. 19 men (6.3%) stated that the lessons bad no~
carried over.
IUa.atra'tione were given in 218 oases as follows:
60--plaJiDg game s·qa.are referring to life in general
~a--perseverance

5Z--self-control
17--appreciative of other's viewpoint
4---coolness in crisis.
4---obedience to ra.lea
5---general honesty
2---ooa.rtesy
1---ae lf- sac rif icel
Aa some probable examples o.f the influence that athletics might have in life the following excerp~ from the
novel. Roa.gb. liewn. by Dorothy Canfield Pisher, is given.
·~•a ja.at like football.• Eeal often told her. hie
eyes gleaming. ~aving played football gives Jell as
great an advantage as though you were in training and the
other fellows soft. I often feel as if I oa.gnt to go
and l.ook 11p old Atkins and thank him· He was teaching me
enoa.sh sight more than how to play backfield defense.
fhat everlasting poa.nding of hie on the idea of knowing
where the ball ia before you go for it--Gee whiz. yoa.'d
never gmesa how many fool mistakes that•s. kept me from.
I see the other fellows wasting money on buying drinks
and tickets to shows and champagne sa.ppers tor hardShelled old buyers who haven't an interest . left in life
beyond screwing the price down an eighth of a cent-wallowing in &nf-Old-how Ja.st to get going--the way I
11aed to; and I think of old Atkins. lie low. keep ~
moa.th shut. and size a.p the enemy's formation till I
see their weak .place. and then: •••••• One game's 3ust like
the other. and the thing that wins in both is wanting to
win more than the other fellow does •••• I'Te felt it in
tootbal1--I ~esa everybody always feels it who really
gets going enough to care aboLlt anything with ell that is
in him--if you give every bit ot yourself--don't keep
anything back--want to win more than anything else in the
wor1d--wh1. all of a sa.dden some oa.taide force that's
ha.ndreda Of volts higher than normal begins to flOW thrO\lgh

lBerrJ, PhilosoPh¥ of Athletics.• 328.
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,011.. -and

you move things. ttl

~his. to~.

is enlightening: ·

fhe othe~ s~nior. even good old Gregg theorising and
apinning talk about things he's read in books, seemed oft
in another world to Neal, a light. bright. boyish. somewhat fooliahing unreal. although very care-free world.
But although he sometimes groaned at the fierce. stark .
suffering whioh was the inevitable penalty of earing so
fiercely and starkly about anything as he cared about
football. he did not envy Gregg and the other outsiders.•
Envy them? :aeav•ns. no: . ~hey were playing at life; he
was living:
~he

above passages from the novel were submitted to

football players of the College of the Pacific, who were
m~mbera

of a olasa of educational psychology. an4 the

:

testimony of those men is that 141"8• lliaher had real insight into the psychology and eduoat ional T&lue of college
football.

BJ gene-ralisation of each trait called forth in the
gronp activities and by class discussion of the means of
applying the ideals,thia chapter has outlined a plan
for achieving transfer of training in sports.

Aa 1n all

plans changes ma.st be made in adapting the suggestions
to the sita.ationa.

~hro11gho11t.

the instr11ctor m11st

attempt to offer these sa.ggestions of possible transfer
withol:lt ·any dictatorial attitllde entering into the deve·l opment of the leeeon plana.

•.

·. .

. .

',

..
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Chapte-r VII
APPLICA!riOBS IN DAM: IBG
In thia phase of the program the- plans will dePend.

11pon the amoiUlt of work to be coTered.

In the following

amit dancing is given one day a •ek, the pnrpose being
that of rh,thmical training throngh folk and clog dancea,

and a

tew~rican Co~try

dances.

A brief list might

inclnde the following individual dances •
COUB!rRY DABCES2

.OLIC DlJCESl

polka
swedish Clap Dance
liDlllllle-1 So·h ott ische
Caebopr
Bleld.ng
llighl.and Schottische
Little Man. 1n a Piz
:llo 1se Ga...Otte
Oxdanaen
Jtamarinsltai
Children~a

Pop Goes the Weasel
Virginia Reel
!he Circle
Uncle Steve's Qmadrille

coantr7 Dance
Buck and Wing
Beweboy
Old Man
Rig..A.J1g
Joolte7
Yankee Dooctle

Dixie

Reuben faps:
Lindy L&e

Jtor the purpose of this atady the treatment of the
leason plans. omit, as previously stated, the technique,
patting more stress on the consideration of transfer · ·
effects and posa1b111ties.

since rhJthm is within the

Tery being of each individllal, and life itse-lf follows·
the laws of rh1thm, it eho11ld be appreciated by the child.
Becaua& the teaching of this work m11st necessarily be · · ·

more formal the openings and development of the generalis&lcrampton, !!!he ~lk Dance Book.
!:surchenall, Polk Dinoes and Singing Gamee.

Ibid.
.
5Jrroat. Clog D&.DCe Book.

f.

·.·.
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-tion become:. increardngly d1ffic11lt.
I.

P&ir pla¥•

Ob3ectiTe:

DeTelopment of rhythmical feeling.

Knowledge

that :fair play to self • honesty in knowing steps as well

aa kind.De'ss and coartesy in helping others can be 11aed
in other places-. ·
Procedure:

!l!he schot~ische atep may be introduced by

haTing the class mark t.o m11aia every step in place. and
then ran in place •'-thont any advaneement.

:rinally the

group may break into step, step, step, hop around the
floor•

If any e:Eperience diffia.u lty it seems best to

pause and clap out the step.

"Rave yo a all got it.?

~he query might be used:

Anyone who hasn't?

Play fair with

yoarself if yoa haven"t--yoa may spoil year partner•a
enjoyment if you don•t own up now."
deficiency the reTiew must be g1 ven.
time with a partner.

·

If some acknowledge
"Go throagh it this

If your partner does not work so

well. help her and be patient."

After some dancing the

teacher might say, wwe•11 let those who have it help those
wbo

have not.

Let's be kind, courteous., and fair in all

this aa you would want to be treated anywhere else.

EYer

hear of the Golden i{a.le---DO 11nto othera aa yon woa.ld have
them do ut.o 700.t

liere•a a time for its ase, isn't it?"

!he Bummel Schottische, a simple folk dance, is the
next development.

nsome of yon may have had thia before ~

Be patient and kind. •r

!la.sic is played first and the
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apirit of the dance understood

~hro~gh

the teacher's

explanations; that is, the setting of the dance ia given.
ita origin ·and anything

~lse

a.se in the original co11ntry.

of interest concerning its
The class should dance

throagh the entire dano·e three times in sa.ooession.

Since

the class is formed in circle. one circle in turn may
jndge the other's spirit and form, in friendly manner.
AS

a conclusion all dance it together.

~he

class achot-

tiachea. off the 'floor to the exits, and as the mnaic
ceases, the teacher may remind them that the courtesy
of the dancing floor can be expressed in the dressing and
shower rooms by correct disposal of the towels and prompt
retarn o:t ·the baskets of gymnasiwn clothing to the proper
'

placea on the ahelvea..
II.

Cooperation.

Objective:

Revie• of Bammel Schottische.

in elementary elog atep of three's.

m11st cooperate here as

elsewhere~

Rhythm training

Knowledge -that one
S11bmerge personality

to m11aic.
Procednre:

Ac.c ented marching as in the first lesson opens

the class.

Next the entire class might take the schottische

step aro11nd the floor.
opening gro11p work.

The Bwnmel Schottische offera the

J.ey who hold back the· partner should

be reminded .Personally by t.he teacher that all
together.

lD the

pa~se

IIUlSt

work

for rest an open d1scllasion of

this need for teamwork in dancing might be began by:
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"'hat happens if yo11 do not cooperate with your partner?
What about the- gro11p in sahool g1 ving the f1ag sal11te?

What abou-t cooperation on the street corner with the- pedestrian aigna1?

Things do not work out wall if we do not

remember there are others besides ourselves•"
•1'Ul presentation of three' a. emphasise the idea that

the DW.aic determines the ac.t ion.

Cooperation is needed

greatly in order to fllllCtion aa a satisfactory anit.

The

work begins on the .right and then on the left foot with
emphasis on the group -tapping together.
teamwork.

"fhere!

~hat •s

If you would do that everywhere yo11 WOD.lcl be

so happy and everyone else, too.

How •bout it in your

advisory aect1ona 1n the School Beautiful Campaign and in

the wearing of yo11r ~ifo~s?"
III.

Self-control.

Objective: Continued rhythmical training through clogging, advancing to Buck and Wing.

Knowledge that self· ·

control. pa~ience and perseverance are necessary if one
accomplishes anything in any ac.tivity.
Proced11re:

The class first dames Bwnmel Schottische.

In

open order'" on the floor the practice of threets follows.
A good plan ia

to

stop the music occasionally. bllt oon-

tinD.e clogging. to determine if the group is working as a
whole lUlit.

In the rest period. the teamwork d.iscnssion

begina with thia t7pe of question:" What did we learn

last time that was as necea·sary here as anywhere else?"
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ffeamwork)

"Now you are soing to :find oat

that ia needed, also.

Try this--seven•s.•

~omething

In thie more

difficult step there i& alternation of the feet.
become impatient. •

elee

"Don't

Atter intensive practice one might ask

o:f the class, "What do you need?

Yes, and yon. certainly

need them--perseverance, self-control more than before,
don't 7011? Do yoo. give up in class it you can't solve an
algebra problem? Do yo11 give 11p at home it a dress pattern becomes difficlllt to understand?"

If the time per-

mita.the first fo11r steps of Bilek and Wing are giTen.

IV.

Initiative, decision.

ObJective: ,llore clogging

lUling

Co11ntry Dance and Virginia

Reel. · DeTelopment of tho11ght 1ihat decision is necessary

so that one c:an go from one step to another, and that
alertne sa serves as an asset everywhere.
Proceda.n:

Review of Bilek and Wing opens class work,

followed by practice of seven's.

~he new· clog dance, in

groap formation, is the country Dance.
doa~lesa

The class will

need to be reminded of the need of perseverance.

Presentation inclades the first three stepe.
haTe to know?" rThe step ia the answer.
be made o.p.

~t do yeo.

"Your mind mast

woo.ldn •t that be great if we conld do as mnch

is our classroom and be ready :tor a review--at home we
would know how to get o11r day's work done mos.t quic.kly?
You. baTe

aleri.

to go from one step to another withollt break, b&
Init 1at1 Te leadae" !!Dlphaais ia plac.ed on easy.

'
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IIDDOth

~ranaition

from one atep to another.

·.

.

.~

"ADd that

thia ia a Co11Jrtr7 dance, givea a chance for character iDterp:retat ion.·,.
.
.
. ;
With 'the gro11p 111 two dollble linea, the Virginia Reel
1a

1nt~d11Cecl

b7. aach a remark aa:

"Here is. an oppor-

tm1t7 to Rae mon of JOUr 1nitiat1Tete

Row would 7011 feel

71ara- ago 1Ji a corm-try dame aetting?

(HoweTer~ the 1111a1c

goTerna ta extent Of the ezpreasion.)
as 71JUr part~r cloea • . Yoa. have

Don't do it 3a.st

to decide for JOD.rself

here how to 'do it aa 700. decide other thinga!"

W1th pre- .

aentation of 'the entire dance smooth t rana1t1on ia atreaaed..
.
.
Knowledge that deciaion 1a. neceaear7• or the eut1re sroup
1a zetardecL ia developed.

'I'

..

Review is announced for the

JJext daDcing lesson. ·
V•

..

.· ·

Swoma17 •

O'b~ect1Tet

Rev.1ew of all work.

Likewise, reemphaaia of

f&ir play. coo~eration. self-control. and decia1on to be

..

u.aea. in rh7thmioal ezpreasi.on even as it ia in eTer7ta7

life a1taat1ona.
P~ecllll"ft: . R•Tiew

opena the claaa.

of marching and the. aohottieche step

General review, one damce after ano-ther
..

--BD111111el Schot'tiache. cormtr7 Dance (one-half) • .Buck and

1l1ng,

end Virgl.nia Reel--follows •

. lhile one group dances the other ma7 criticise.

Under

the teache~'a gtlidanae the7 should see. -the need for mora
te~rk and peraeTerance or· any of th&. aboTe q11alitiea

aa well as the need for the proper ap1r1't and knowledse .

·.
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of t.he atepa.
The
post~r

. ,

prac~i~al

plan may be offered th& girls--that oM

a term. illustrating qualities seen to b& as&fol

in dancing and of benefit in all

ai~oations.

It woold be best for the

to have seTeral

to present. ao

ily.

t.ha~

~eacher

be required.
pos~era

the girls woo.ld oomprehelld more read-

Open discoasion will probably help at thia point.
In all the above dane& program there ia decidedly

li~~le

technique dieoo.ssion.

~he

atress has been upon

the possibilities tor generalisations in dancing ezpreaaion.

Selt-expreaaion ia controlled by the· mo. sic • ne·T er-

theleaa.

The

tha-t the

body

beaa.~y.

feamwork and fair play with othera arrin in

thoagh~

moat be carried oTer to the girls

in rlcytbmical movement. if una:ttec'ted, is

this •7•
Since only one day a week ia devoted to thia phase
the class woo.ld have.in the above leesona,covered practically a qo.arter of a term's work.

~he

list of dances

coTera' the more practical for this age group; of course.
different. groopa may work slower or faeter.and thus the
danae a may vary.
•Alertnes.s. agility, physical prowess.• the sense of
groop loJalty and cooperation may all be deTeloped aa
well. throagh rhythmic training aa throo.gh competition in
~a which prod~ce anpleasant. p~ological ootcomes.~l

lR11gg and Shamake-r. Child-Centered School, 181.

Althoap "this sec-tion has been brief. ita importance
1a b7 no meana slight.

Rhythmical expression ·1a a part

of everyone's being. e.specially the "jazzed-up" modern
adolescen-t 70uth of today.

If through the eyea of joy

s:he can see something that she must pllt into the dance

in order that she may be more skilled some transfer of
appreciation of these- traits. may more easily be effected.
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Chapter VIII
. APPLICJ.fiO.NS 0:&' JUDD'S THEORY IB

SELP-~~ING

ACTIVITIES

,J,.ny physical ed11cation program ahoa.ld incl.11de some nonappara~u.s. ael~-teating
~hamgh

activities.

Apparat11a work, al-,

not so prevalent in this country aa 1n foreign

colllltl-iea. may be 11sed in some places.

no" at"empt a07 ot that

~lassification

~his

plan does

but presentation

of these co11lcl. employ the same me'thoda.

De- atant list ia as follows:

Doabl•
Jlat&

.~

Sin~e

l'orwar roli

snailat.ll.nt
Sholllder rest
S!ip-llp
lleadat&D4
cart.wheel

l'o :rward ro 11 in two ' s
Eskimo roll
stomach balanae

In4ividll&l
Clog
Dllclt walk
Hear nlk
Jto.nk&y •lk
llam&IL ball
!l!hroagh the stick
.TWilp at ick ·
Crab bend.
lleel knock
R&taaian rabbit

nn

Me&Silring

GrauE

Gro11p rolla

Sta.nta
Dollble
~wister

rRockiDg horseRo~kiDg boat
~in walk

GrollE
Chillese snake
Pyramids.

Churn the butter

Coffee grinder
Elephant walk
Wheelbarrow
~

.

~.zm

Caterpillar

.·

lla.l& tick
Jliah hawk dive

fti& list ia not complete aDl ia merely suggestive,

..

bat refer&DC:& to the · Handbook of sta.nta by Martin Rogers

..

..

....

'
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woml.d otfer many additions to 'ihe list.

Li~ewiae,

the

lis"t mi.ght readily be increased or decreased as the groaps•

need arose.

~or

a

gro~p

weak in physical aoordination

I

more of thi_a. is the-

essen'tia~;

for the- gronp highly co-

ordinated--of the athletic type--leas of this is the need.
howeTer. with the

moderate~

developed average .gronp,
'\

abont once a week and ooeaaionally every other week ie

.

~·

the reco~nded tim~ allotment.
In addition to the mat and stunt work there- will be

the athletic event program. of the deeathlon events.
~hese _ ar~ listed in two groupa of five each, the first
for the fall term and the second tor 'the spring.

~hese

..

eventa 1nclade the elements of the games. that the groapa

have d11ring the term.

..
'

rall

Soccer bowl for acc1.1racy
Soccer kick for distance
Basketball thro• :tor diatance
.Basketball goai for aconracy
Potato race

.

ubJee:ti-ve:

~h&

Spring
Volley ball sene
JllDlp and reach
Baseball throw for strike
Baseball throw for distance
.Dash

presentation o:t mat work. tumbling. to the

cl.asa with the tho11ght ·that . one ma.at be fair, coarteoa.a and
k1D4 ill th1a aa. well
Froeedl.lre~'· '

•4

wi~h

t~acher

-·

aa elsewhere.

After general claaa opening the class has start-

moderate marching and running formations.

The

ezplains to the class that one phase of the phy-

a1cal edacatiC?n program is to consist of atnnt s.
one 1a the. forward roll with presentation by the

The first
sq~at

:

'

6'1

method. emphauzing head ll.Dder. weight on ahollldera.
Each g:t.rl take a one trial; on the second trial the teache~

helps and criticizes each one.

Before the third attempt

the class is asked, wWhat are the essential
remembered?"

~he

techniqlle aho11ld be reviewed.

ever70ne take yo11r t11rn again. ·

elsewhere.

~hia

poin~a

~lay

to be

"Bow.

fair here aa yo11 do

time be· kind and collrteoaa throngh friend-

ly cri'ticism and help others.

After each one goes over.

tell whether the stllnt ia fair. good. or of excellent
grade.•

Gaiding criticism ia needed so that thia spirit

ie carried over.
Sholllder rest is next presented by demonstration.
~he

same

~ethod

ia employed--two tnrna. one an attempt.

the second with the teacher•a help. and then the third

given the classmates• criticism.
giTell 1D the same

way. ·

~hrottgb.

!l!he anail

atnn~

is

to.rns and c.riticiam the

emphaaia· ia on fair play and friendly help.

Finally,

to1lows rotation of gro11ps trom one mat to another. one
for the snail. one for the sholllder rest. and.

~he

last

one tor the forward roll where 'the teacher assists each.
Wi'th the idea of fair t11rn. kindne sa and conrteQ being

stressed

ea~

gronp ahonld be in good cooperation.

Sqttad

leaders help own members.
II.

~ooperation •

obJective:

.

l.ntrod11ction of athletic tests; knowledge

'tha't everyone must cooperate with sq11ad

leader~

to make

. ........
·. ..
...

•

'

·~

~.

.. .....
.

#
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a aaccess of
Procedllre:

~hia

program.

Sabmerge

self~

s. intereat.

"Today we atart a new phase which · demands

everyone· a help if it becomea a Sllccess". might be the
ope-ning annoaocement in this lesson.

The ezplanation ia

eontinecl b7 telling girls that leaders have had apeeial
instrllction and know events.

"Yoll are to work with them

aa we. as sood citisena. work with the govermnent • and
here 1n school with the officers and teachers."
list

ot the five events is described. A

~he

gro11p ia aaaigned

to each actiTit7--volley serve. baseball for strike. end
baseball th:row for distance.

~his

gives the opponr:mit7

tor 'the teacher to go from one· grollp to another and help
Bkill as well as note generalization needed which later

shoald be diacaeaed in the next aq11ad leader's session.
In t .hia type of acti Tity the leaders. only children,

forget qaalities expressed are to be corrected.

Any

great offenders m11st be "pnt in place" by the teacher at
that Tery moment.
III· Self-control.

Objective:

Pa.rther mat work and start of animal walks.

single and double.

Emphasis of self-control, calmness,

and self-protection throagh memory--here·--as everywhere
else.
Prooeda.re:

fhe immediate opening is the review of th&

three mat at11nt_s previollsly presented, each groo.p rotating

from o.ne mat to another.

!rhe teacher shonld sllpervise
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the

~orward

roll.

D11ring- the , rest interval explanation

is made that one cannot be afraid i t she is to be successful here &nT more than if she was afraid to enter into a
classroom disc11ssion or to do things o11tside ot the school,
s11ch as meeting and entertaining people.

"Again, you

m11st control 1Qilrself and remember warnings.

Jllst try

to remember that after yo11 are thro11gh school yo11 will
have to do.

ma~

things which yoo. are timid about doing,

and yet you know that others have done them--snch as
applying tor a Job--and are now eo.ccessflll."
In the next stunt, the backward roll, the method is
one trial, the second receiving the teacher's. criticisn,
and. the third receiving the criticism of the c-lass.
Special not~ is taken of any need for . self-control which
is freq11ently needed in this stu.nt.
do better than that.

Relax.

That 'a all you have to do.

"Come on, yo11 must

You. know how it is done.
Don't you. go ahead and do

other things · once you have the understanding ot how they
ahoald be carried o11t • at home or in the classroom?"
During the nert rest, demon at rat ion is given of the
lame dog, monkey walk, d11ck walk, and the elephant walk.
~he

~e

method is given--practice by the entire group .·

and then one part of the class helps the other throllgh
kindly criticism.

In the criticisms caution is needed to

emphasise points of self-control and other qnalities as
well as technical skill.

"What about that group?

Didn't
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they laok one thing that all good pupils and students

have when they accomplish their work?"
As the

oonel~sion

{Selt-aontrol) ·

all these stunts may be combined· into

a medley relay.
IV.

I

•.

1

Initiative, decision. alertness.

ObJeoti Ye: l'llrther event and at unt work with the idea
given that the girl m11st be alert to know what needs
correction, developing initiative.
Prooed11re:

Part o:t the group takes t ·he event practice.

They mast be alert and ready to correct defects if they
would improve as t ·h e instructor is working in the gmnaeiwn with the other division of the class.
le:tt by 3011rselves with your leaders.

"Bow, yo11 are

What do gpod workers

in the factory do when they are left by thenselvee? . What
do the men of responsibility do when the leader cannot be
present? That's it.

They have to think :tor -themselves,

use their own initiative and work out their problems, ·
and be alert to help others of their own group.

Initia-

tive and decision are needed everywhere."
Inside gro11p works on fllrther mat work with the review

ot the forward and backward rolls and the addition of the
loll in co11ples for teamwork.

The tip-up follows.

up yo11r mind and be alert to correct yo11raelt.
your balance.

That is the oorreotion.

WUBke

Remember

The person who

accomplishes what She sets out to do does it because she
watches to correct her faults."

Groa.pa may change from

.·
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mat work to event practice.

At the close of the class

annoa.naement is made to the entire class that each member
is. to bring in at least one original stunt that ie ·t o be
presented before the gro11p at the end of the term.

"Some-

thing that you feel can be done safely and that will benetit rather than harm the participant is what is wanted."

v.

swnmari~

ObJective:
general

ra.rther walks and double stunts. keeping· the

aspea~s

of· Jndd'a theory in practice, are the

elements • .
Proaed11re:

Review of walks is given to each gronp.

The

emphaaia is on co·operation in dollble and c.ontrol in single
a~tivities.

Directed criticism should be prevalent.

After this review the next activity, the hlliD8n ball,
might be presented with the statement:
made ap to do this correctly.

W'Yoll.l" mind is·

Conqner your fears.

Don't

you have to do that every day and how much better yoa. feel

atterwarda. ~ As various ones acq11ire the skill they could
help the unskilled.

"Be alert to see yo11r mistakes."

!file following are also given:

seal crawl, the twister,

the twin walk, and rooking the boat.
!his

st~t

and self-testing program under the teacher's

watah1al gaidanoe can have many possibilities.

The open-

ings for character teaching will vary from day to day.
Por e.DJilple. if one finds that S"Ome members of the clasa
are not taking fair

t~rns

at each mat, then ie the time
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to

diso~ss

fair play by such a qnery as:

"What

wo~ld

happen in the street oar if each person did not take his
turn getting on or off the oar?

What wonld happen at

street intersections if each person driving an aatomobile
did not obey the traffic signals?"
ability of the leaders in working with

~he

~heir

comrades will determine some of the saccess of this pro~·

Regular meetings with these will serve to make

them pressing factors as. they carry the girls' viewpoints and feeling most directly to the teacher.

As in

the last lesson review of the stnnts Should be a regular
part of thia program.

On some days a written review wonld

most adequately serve the purpose.

~hro~ghout

technical skill cannot be neglected.

it the

This is the danger

in this work. in the stress of the indirect aim of the
subject.
Every opportanity to work with individnals should be
attempted as from these individual needs will generate
results reaching over into lite.

In this activity some

girls with little past experience in this work will require muoh individual assistance. and if they achieve the
stunta their self-satisfaction may be greatly increased.
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Chapt«tr IX -

..

APPLICATIONS OJP JUDD'S THEORY IN GDI.NAS!riCS AND Rn!YS'

With the program grouped
petitive

~es.

actiTitiea

~here

in~o

three divisions of com-

rhythmical training, and the self-testing
remains the placement of exercises,

simple games and relays.

With these the program is as

complete as time permits.
In the modem pqsical ednc.ation program these have

almost been cast ·aside.
echools.

~ne

Yet great is their place in some

needs only to note the poetnrea of school

children to aee that definite body bailding ia required.
fhat postural training Bho~ld always be individual is
maintained by most of the experts of postare bailding and
correction.

However. in a situation where the teaching

force is emall,the only method appears to take thtt class
1hroagh general bod; bailding movements of the- Swedish.
Danish. and natnral gymnastics..

Althollgh ·the entire class:

period shOQld not be devoted to this the major part may
well be given over to special exercises.

!I!he beginning

of the lesson with marching and the c:onclllsion of the

work with relays. and simple o.rganised games makes tor a
well-balanced llllit.

To some this type of work is entirely

too formal ·and tends towards none of the so-called cit1~n8h1p and charaoter .training developments.

With the plan

of genttralisetion in mind. thia type lesson baa some

po aa1b111t ie a.
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!fhe two days of sport, one of dancing, and one of
st~ts

rises.

leaves the fifth day to be nsed as the need a~his

and games.

gives the place to the body exercises, relaya,

fhe following lesson &mit a present some · of

the probable linkage to the other situations. thereby
making for a method of probable transfer.
I.

:rair play, good a.portsmanship.

Objective:

Emplo1IJ1ent of all body muscles, finishing with

simple game, stressing fair play, kindness and courtesy.
Procedure:

The class begins with aimple marching, running

and skipping.

In open order the second division--exer-

cises--is given.

!he suggestions Should be positive 1D

DSture with admonitions as,
self.

~ome

on, play fair with yollr-

Is. that the best yoa can do?

.. .

Pa.t some effort into

it--as a good sport does everywhere."

The exercises are:

1 • .Am :flinging sideways. ( qaick) palms a:p, with heel raia-

ing, slow return to position.
2. Eas.y knee benclillg with handa on hips.
3. £m :flinging sideways with alternate side twisting.
4. ~rms bending and stretching apwards, sidewards, and
downwards.
6. Jack-knife bend. (Wide stride at g •• downward bending,
't.oa.ching floor, and strike thighs on return. J
6. Jllmping Jactk ( ~oe jwnping, toot placing sideways w1 th
llanda clapping OYerhead.)
7. £1r plane. tW1de stride stg•• downward bending, tollch1ng opposite toe alternately with left and right hand,
raising other arm obliqnely overhead.
s. On :floor, body' extension and lower back maacle contract.ion.
9. Sitting on floor, cross-legged, arm torward bend arm
flinging sidew&JS•
10. standing stationary r~n from croach start.
l.l. Stretching, high arm circle with heel raising, deep
breathing.
i

'16

De c.ount-off for gr:onp formation follows.

If a girl

doea not tQrn her head qniokly to the left so . that the
neighbor ean hear the count • one might ask. "Is tbat
kind?

would you want to be treated. that way?

Suppose

your teacher made an important assignment bnt as she made
it she 'turned her head away.

You wouldn't think that

very po1ite or fair 9 would yon?" After formation for
two grou.ps is taken. dodge ball is begun with play continned ~or five minutes or as soon as all are eliminated.
In the res~ period the disc.11ssion shonld center on the

means for improvement of play.
muat be mentioned.

The idea of fair play

"If the ball touches you. you are out;

ure-•s the time to play fair.

Do yon think much of the

girl who saya she made the mistake in giving yon an inc.orreot address, for instance. or the friend who says
you miannderstood her?"

Play is resumed with ohanse of

gronps in circles.
II.

Cooperation, teamwork.

Objective:

:rnrther postnre training.
J

Generalization on

•

cooperation.
Proced~e:

lesson.

~he olaas begina with marching as in previous
.·

"Are you all in ~iaon?

Bow. that ia muah better.

Everyone working "together in school or home or anywhere

makes for auooeas:.

Our Civil war is a good eumple of

wha~ can happen if there ia no cooperation.

of any other e:dlllplea?"

can yon think

Squad competition for beB't "teem-

'16

work 1n marching may be used with 3udg1ng by inactive

~ter

members.
given.

this a relaY of volley ball service is

"Take yo11r tu.rn.

Help ont yo11r team.

That 'a

the only way you can ancceed he·re in school or at home
or 1n bua.i.Jless.

Yollr advisor7 would not · want yo11 if yoo.

did not helP them in the school program. and in yo11r home,
your mother wo11ld be disappointed if yo11 did not help
her."

Sel.f-control.
Objective: -S elf-control inoidentally throllgh exercisea

Ill·

and game of progressive dodge ball.
Prooedo.re-:

Beginning work consists of r\ln aro11nd th&

~siam and then
"~o -the rear". In

squad formation and presentation of
the latter the command is given in

three parts, the weight is he-ld on the right :root with

the left foot ahead, then the tnrn is made to the r1gnt
and the stepping off on the left toot.
is necessary to
'Karch'•

ke~p

"Belt-control

yourself waiting for the command,

Bow, don't you h ave to wait in other places?

If yo_u drive an automobile or if yo11 •ve watched others

don't you or they have 'o wait and control their impatieme at times when there is some hindrance in the

road?"

Bext, the same exercises with some progre-ssion,

if the gro11p has worked up to it, ia the division of the

lesson.

"Now, girls, see if you can better your own

reeord in going through these body movemen-ts.

If yon can,

7'1
haven'~

yoa. coutrolled

--a lesson 1011 can 11se 1n
school in

~ou.r

and

~o11rself

~oar

ac~ompliahed

somethirijt

school work or oatside

o~

tasks in the homft?"

!rhe game- of progressive Dodge Ball is given with the
stress on the plan that the playftra mast keep control ot
their actions so that they can escape the balls of the

opponents.

lear mast be oTercome so that the players can

think qalckl:Y•

of yo11r act'iona..

•.ramp at the right moment.

Keep control

Yoll shoald be 'master• ot yoarselt,

shouldn't 7011?"

IV.

Inltiaiive. decision.

Ob~eot1Te:

Initiative. decision and alertness stressed

in postare building and 1n the relay competition of the

groups.
Prooedllr&:

Some marching, emphasizing te8Dlwork and self-

cont1'0l makes a.p the t"irat division.

The same exercises

with additions are aaed,and the entire groap should have
fair responses 1D all the moTementa.
relay ia a.sed again.

"Know what

Leaders help . yoa.r tea:nmates.
they need help.

~oa.

The ?Olley service
are going to do.

Each helps the others if

How does the good sta.dent work?

till eomeone tells her to sta.dy and how to stady?
doe a the good . driver manage her car?

1fa1t

How

\fait to be told when.

to ahifi ge-ar?"

v. sammar1.
Ob~ective:

Clab.

Postttre teat.

a~reaaing

Games--Last

Coapl~

011t. Guard

need tor fairness. cooperation. self- ·
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Prooeclun:

!!!he class should be aware that they have

learned "o play fair with themsel'vea, have coope-rated ancl

have lecl themselves to correct their poatartt.

They have

realised 'these things throttgh the specifie eDmples
generalised in the class discussion.
test 1a given.

The triple poato.re

.lt the finish of ihis poat11re testing

the groaps play the simple games of Last Co11ple Oo.t and

Guard

t~

Clab.

~e

leaders help the players and see that

ever10ne ia playing in the proper spirit and 1n the proper

way• !!!he instructor ahonld give enmples of specific and
general

~pplicatione

if any groap ia needing the reminders.

fhroaghottt this development of the year's work, mach
will depend 11pon the 1Jld1vidttal teacher's· grasp

poaa1b111t1es.
and aeize 'it.

ot the

She m11at be aware of every opportanity
General admonitions and

applic~:.tions.

to

other sito.ationa aid here bo.t freqaently the general
application ahoald be followed by a specific example,

and the papil enco11raged to find other ezamplea.

The

finding of other examples constito.tea a training in
general ising.

PART III
SIJMMARY ADD CONCLUSION

··'
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Obapter X
EJ'RCTS OJ' IA.MHOD OF !l!RANSRR OJ' TRAINING AS DETERKINED
BY USE 0:!1 m:HAVIOR RA~ING SCALE

In the foregoing chapters varions devices which make

a definite attempt 'to provide for a transfer o'f training

ot character traits from pb7siaal ednaa'tion
are · explained.

sit nat iona

!Co arrive at comlnsiona as 'to the eftect-

ivene-ea of these methoda and devices it was necessary to
carry on. aa nearly aa possible. a carefully controlled
expe-r1•n1i. ·
Nimh grade glrla were made the
pe%'1mellt for several reasons.

sub~ecta

of the e.x-

Since tbe attthor baa tanght

these girla tor two years previous to

1;he·

year of the ex-

pe%'1men"t. her knowle-dge ot their characters and general
reectione was more extensive than tha-t of any other gronp.
fhia grade waa the only class given ph7sioal edncat ion
clai.ly, and thus a larger program could be dttveloped.

:rn

thia gte.de there were two claaaes of forty-five girls.
One eerTed aa the experimental group wherein the suggested
me'thoda: 8D4 devices were used.
cont~l

~he

other class was the

gmup wherei.D the reg11lar methods were employed.

i?he personnel of the two gro1.1pa waa. appro:dmately the
same in respect to such factors aa educational and home
backgrollnd.• intelligence and school achievement • age, and
scores made on the first behavior rating.

A

careful ex-

amiution of the earl.7 school histories of the girls in-
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dicat~d

that practically all of the ninety papils have

been edi1Q.8ted in the local school department.

The ages in

both groapa ranged. from twelve to fifteen with foarteen
the median age in each instame.

In the ninth grade in

the local 3unior high school there were three divisions
or seot i.ona arranged according to mental atata.s and general development as det exmined by the results of intelligence ·teste and previous ecbool records and achievements.
In the experimental groap there were nine in the first

section, fifteen in the second. and twenty-one in the
loweat gro11p.

In the control groa.p there were twenty-

five in the high eeotion, thirteen in the second, and
seven in the low sect ion.

Altho ugh more of the control

section were in the high division. an examination of the
I.~.a

aa derived. from the

seeming divergence.

~he

~erman

Groa.p

~est

lessens this

range of seventy-six to one-

hllDdred t.wenty-eight and the median of ninety-eight in the
experimental groa.p compared very favorably with the range
of eight.y-one to one-handred forty-three and the median

ot

one~ondred

aiz in the control group.

In comparing the girls as to attit a.dea,.the counseling

sheet, a copy of which may be foa.nd in the appendix, was
very helpflll..

~he

data on this sheet was gathered by the

adTiaory teaoh•r from his daily contacts with the students
which have been continued throoghoa.t the &rtodenii•' jllliior
high achool life.

From these sheets it waa learned that
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1D

theJ.r aaaoe1ia'tiona with their fellows, only three

1n 'the ooutrol gro11p and ten in the experimental gro11p

bad eTer bad an7 difticllltiee.
~eical.

However. class work 1n

education bro11ght o11t only three discipline oases

in the expe_rlmental claae and two in the other class.

A comparison ot the home 1nfl11encea and conditione waa
made thro11gh these same oollnsel1ng sheets and the perman-

ent reool'd oarde.

It was determined. in how m8Jl1' homea
.

.•

ano'tber language besides nglieh is spoken, in how many
homea the father and mother are separated and where there
is one S'tep-parent; · in how many t .he moral and social enTiroJliDen~

might be considered poor, and the DllDlber of

homea in each

Of

the variOllS residential districts.

(;Om-

pared to the ao.atrol grou.p the experimental grou.pa ranked
preotioally even with the nllmber o:t homea in which an additional lSDguage ia spoken.
e2Per~ental.

~here

were six girls in the

gro11p in whose homes Italian •. Austrian, or

Greek WBB apoken. with nine girls in the control gronp
coming trom homes in which Austrian, Italian, Japanese,

J'rench or J:llaTOnian waa spoken.

.ifive homee in the ex.pe ri-

mental groap were re}X>rted aa broken homes or as homes in
which there waa a remarriage.

Only one home in the con-

trol gro11p waa reported as belonging to this gro11p.

!:ight

h.o.m.8a ot the .experimental grollp were reported as homes o:t
poor aooial and moral conditiona with five of similar

BCS'tD8 1Jl the control grollp. AlthOllgh thiS 18 ·m re ·of

&
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contrast than a comparison, the

est~ation

of the location

of the homea indicated striking similarities~ for these
girls defin11Lely- reflect the social attributes of the die ...
tricta in which they livth

In the ·commllnity there are three

resident 1al districts. one in the o11tlying district composed o:t foreigners and 11nakilled A merican laborers for
the most part. the second of the- average American homes

of the middle class of industrial people. and the last
of the smpposedly mor& oa.ltared type o:t people

ownin~

their

own homea. and claiming greater wealth. Of the experimen.
tal gioo.p twenty-three lived 1D the district of the firet
.
type. the outlying gronp~with eighteen of the control
<.

claaa coming from the same locality.

In the second dis-

trict eishteen of the experimental groo.p and twenty-two

of tbe control groo.p resided.

From the group of better

homes <came :too.r of the experimental gro11p and five of
the control groap. .
ByinepectioJ;l o:t the original character scores obtained from ·the Behavior Rating Scale, the use of which
..

will be explained later. the two gro11ps were more alike
than different.

fhese scores gave the rating of the charac-

te-r reaotiona before any methods had been used to achieve

results.

All but sizteen oases in each groo.p were easily

paired wJ.th the correaponding scores 1n the opposite group.

In the exPerimental section only one in th& upper ecorea.
which was highest in ·both gro11ps, could not be paired. and ·

only three in the center range

o~

scores and ten in

t~

..
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lowest ranp of eaores did not correspond to any eoorea
111 the control gro11p.

In the control scores seven in the

atpper range and nine 1n the center range did not c-orrespond to 8f11 aeons made by the experimental gro11p.

!l!his

praotioally complete pairing o:t eoores indicated that tlle
'

original character basis, as disclosed by the rating scale,
with the exception of the sixteen cases in each forty-five.
was on a nearly eq11al level •

.

COMPARISONS OJ!'
Bz.per1ment al·
•

Bange

PERSONNEL OF

12-15
·14

12-15
14

Range

Intellitpnce

· Range 7 6-128
Median

98

GROUPS

~

Control
Class Sections
High grollp---25
Lower group--la
Lowest groap--7

!t

High gro aP.:.---9
Lower group--15
Lowe at gro llP-21

lledian

~

•.

Median

Range
Median

81-143
106

.

10

s

Diffie lllt 1ea. in School Associations
Discipline Cases
2

¥oge in lhlch Another Lan8!1&~ Is Spoken
6--Ita:ian, Aaatrlan, Greek--Japanese, Italian,
Allstrian, I!'renoh,
Slavonian
Broken Homes, Remarriages
l

6

Poor Moral and Social Environment
in -Rome
,
'

X

5

0

Residential Districts
Low Diat riot
2!
Low District
~ddle Section 18
Middle section
Higher section 4
Higher section

23
22
6
.,

.

..

·.

.

·'
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Inspection of the foregoing table indicates that the
control sroup has a more favorable showing both as regards
intelligeDOe and

envi~nment.

The difference was necess-

ary on account of class schedlllea and several other eohool
factors.

Si.nce the control gro11p shows a somewhat more

faTOrable foa.ndation, positive changes in the experimental
gronp are obTio118ly more .significant.

In the search for testing material Tery little was
foa.nd, ·

~he

Behavior Rating Scale (Character Education

StucJlr) from the Department of Physical J!:ducation of t .he
'

Mate University of Iowa, developed by Professor C. H•

.

MCCloy,

•'

~ich

was used in this study, is still being de-

veloped and experimented with at this time.

As thie scale

• s used end planned for the rating of college men, the
arrangement of the- specific items was changed to conform
to the plan of this thesis. in the development
ma~or

ot the four

points--fair play, cooperation, self-Control, and

initiative•

see that three
omitted.

I.

B7 reference to the appendtx· the reader will
item~,

seven, eight, and sixteen, were

Using the follr headings, jnst listed, as tha

maiD diTiaions,. the other specific anbd1T1aiona suggested
by Pl'Ofessor MoClc7 were grollped Llnder 'C.hese main points
..,
as ia ·ahown in the appendix~
.·
After a week of careflll gene1"81 obsenat ion of the

two claaaea, both in · class and elsewhere about the school,

..

~f\ppendix B, . 115
Appendix A, 114

..

• •• Jo

·:

0

••

•
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the author bepn rating each individual according to the
acale.

~his

rating was difficult and tedioaa with fair

...

and objective scoring as the aim.

given .on Jannary fifte-enth.
,..

ot

The first rating was

Dllring the next three montha

class the experimental gro11p was exposed to pract ioall7

all the snggest ions for accomplishing generalization as
listed in obapters five, six, seven, eight, and nine.
few emeptiona were made.

~he

A

dane ing po aters and the-

scoring cards in sports and athlet ios are examples of
omissions,ancl thus are 11nte ated in val11e.
Sportsmanship Code appeared to be
for use in 't he experimental gro11p.

t~

!rhe Birmingham

most easily adapted

One assignment given

this gron.P was the en11merat ion of the six points of the
code

illllstration of the general application of
. "'
each .point. No stress 11pon thea~ points was made in the
and - ~

control group with which the usual teaching methods
a.sed. .

we~e

"'·

On Karch -twenty-ninth the second rating was given by

the author.

~his

was done without any referenoe to the

first rating, the- record of which had been filed away
iDmediatelJ after it was taken.

.Dilring the second scoring

enry effort was made to give as fair a rating as possible
and to .a void any influence of the hope- for reslllts in a

cert:ain direction.

Altho11gh showing a 8.1gn1ficant difter-

eme between t~e two gro11ps the resnlts indicate that the
period of e.xperiinentation ehottld probably be longer to

acaompliah 100re change •

..

!XP"rimftntal Group Scores.

Jo.o:f . Lower Jirat .Higher
case
l-)
h ..)

I ·:
! . ::

-

·!!
~!

~~

§

Control Group scores
Lower

:

!2!
:
105

JlirS't

( -)

:: :· :

.:::

I

:<>

M
.
1~7(101}

Higher
(+)

:1o7:
112

123
118
lM
121.

14
16

103

29
!0
at
!2
32
ii4
35
!a
39

!rOtiL

·
11!
119

124

110
117 ( 11'1)

121

iii
115
115

115

1!§
126
12o

11a
119
11a

134
IS4 -

124
124
124
125
124
!26

r

2'1

2ti

16K
106 . ll'i

I

1U~

I1G
131

120

121 · 128
127
128

131

l24
r~1

!2'1 ( 12'1 L

126

121
129

131

136 ( 136 J
13'1

-

129

112
3
30
16
7
22
DIAGlWl x:.. Original and second Behavior Ratings
(If score increased on second rating. it is placed in plus.
column. 1~ decreased is placed in minus co1wmn. If it
remained the- . same i't is given in parentheses. l
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Diagram 1:·· gives the total scoring of each case and
places tlie second rating in the plus or minus column

..

In the experimental gro11p

according to the development.

twelve caaea decreased their scores, three remained the·
~e~

~he

and thirty 'were raised.

ratings of the control

,

group, on t.~ other hand, show.tilSt sixteen cases were·
lowered. ·aeven remained the same, and twent3'-two reached

higher l.evels.

In table form the· resalts appear ae ·

. ~ .. ' · .+<
follows:
>

'

!;Werimental

Control

•.·

Lower ·sao .rea

.
Same Scores .
Higher Soorea

16

12

.. .~· z

-

7

30

22.

Ii1 considering t~ cases of stadents whose scores were
..

lowered :ili ·the second rating, not only was the nwnber of
a:l%teen' in the control gro11p greater than the ni1Dlber of
twel.ve· i.n the experlmental, ba.t the averages of descent

in the scale showed only

z.oa

for the experimental gronp

and 4•26 for the control groap.

In addition, When the

JUzmber whose scores were lowered was computed as a per-

centage

o~

the entire gro11p, in each case, it was to and

that the decrease in the experimental groap was twentytomr aa compared with thirty-three and one-third in the control. sroap. · ~h.& beat basis for illastration of the differ. eme

in the: m1n11a (lowered) cases was

thro~tgh

the medians-

which are 'two for the experimental gro11p and five for the
- .,
. ....
::.

·'
... •.!

...
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control groo.p.

Thas, in every aspect the experimental

group showed a better resa.lt in this second eooring.
In the compilation

o~

the- improTed cases, that is,

the higher aeons 1n the seooncl rating, the experimental
J

gro11p was 5.0 while that of 'the control group was 6.76,
which higher aTerage was do.e to three large gains of
twelve, thirte-en, and too.rteen points.

HoweTer, the- import-

ance ot "he ge.ina made by the experimental groo.p is not.
lessened, for the pe-rcentage of the- increase for thia
groap -.a sixty and tor the control groo.p ·only fortyeight.

Likewise, the median of the e·z perimental. grottp

stood above the median of the control groap. aeTen asainat
toa.r and one-half.
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Diasram II depicts by means ot a cllrve a clear-cut

,·

showing o:t the dif:te renc·es between the changes o:t "the two

gronpe.

fhe experimental gronp has undergone the most

change towards uhe upper levels.

fhat is, an inspection

of the c11rve shows many ratings 1n red above the ratingsin black in all portions of the c11rve.

fhe control. gro11p, ·

on .the other hand, shows a few sbaiP change-a in the lower
ranges of the a 11rve while in the upper one-half or twothirds tmr changes sre veey slight.

.

.

f

\

.

.. ~; ..

.. t"

· -

On the b~se line are arranged
individual c ases in each group, al"ranged
from low to lugh on the b asis· of the
fir s t rating . The scores on the two
ratings a1•e indic· ted on the vertical
lines Above the CtJ.se .number . ·. On this ·
arrangement the curve for the first
ratings would sho'./ a ··e :radual asc_ent • .,
The deviations of the second set of
scores Indicate i"ri t"-1. ~)-' :-1 :_ir.ic w~.y· ~he ... -~-'
•!~::·.::.:::~6 :!.~1 t :lt3 individual - ~ases-. The
scorings on the first r nting are _in
black, on the second ratiag the scor~·
inv-s
are in red •
.......

Diagram III, showing an unalysis of the decreases and
increases in eaoh of the fo 11r trait a, also indicates t he
same

e~tecta

as the two previo 11s diagrams.

In the expe ri-

menial group, according to this arrangement, the greatest
namber of increases came in sportsmanship and cooperation
and itlS.tiative-.

~he

table below shows in column form the-

median of the increases. and decreases in the tonr traits
for the two groupe.

Ace ompanying the medians are the

probable errors or quartile deviationa.l
merimental

uontrol
Sportsmanship
2.26
Median
J?.,.l!;. l
Median

2
1

2
2

cooperation
1.5
.Median
p.:t.
.875
Median

Median
Median

1
2

p.E. .50
P.E.l.l2

Median

2
2

P.E. 1.75
P.E. .50

I.noreaae
.lleereaae

llledian
Median

4
3

Increase
.Decrease

J4.edian
Aiedian

.lnorease
.uecreaae

Increase
Decrease

Median

:P.E.

p.E.
p.E.

1.5
1

2
l

p.~.

l

1
l

p.!;.
p.l!;.

.5

initiative
median 2
Medi an 2

P.E.

.5
.5

p •.H;.

~elf-control

.t4edian
.Median

p • .f!: .

p.J!;.

.3'16

It n l l be seen from the above table that the increa aea

tor the experimental group are larger
cooperation, and initiative.

~he

in sportsman ship,

results are the same for

the control groa.p.

~agg,

E,rimer of t;raphica and

~tatistics,

43-49.

.

. .
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CONTROL GROUP SCORES
Bo.of Sportsmanship Cooperation Self-control Initiative
case
- let +
- lst + - · lat -..
- · lst :+

43

44
46

46

48 50
::

26
2t

28

a9

3G
!1
!a
' 33
a4

35
56
!t
!8
39

45

~o"al
no.

49
53
52

61
I

30

5j\

63

9 54
54 56
5! 65
51( 61)
52 53
Si sa
I

I

5t 57
55 5&

1

52

30

l4

&~

5Q

23
27

26
28

26

28

26 28
26 31

16( 16)

18

M!

4

16

17

10

~

61

47

51

52

54
54.

&4 28
29

J.4

14

;1.1

20 22
1a go

11 14
1 '1
;1.3( 13) '

19

;1.4

. 20

2!.

26
23

30
27

13

29
27
28

28
29

27
27

15

11
13

3~
30
28

:31 .:
29

12 14
13 14
15 16

29

13
14

2J.

21
23

I

14 16
15 16
13 14

14

49

27

'

I

28 29
28 so

. 13

:

4
52

28

27 29
· !4 !6
26 29 .
21 2S
31 31
21 - 2ii

31(31) 14 16
31tSIJ
15 IA

!4( M)

9

14

15(16)

33( 33)

!!

16
13

14 15
16(15)
13 iS
16 ( l6)
13 14
15' 15J

. 3!(33)
33{33)
31 !S

65

8

11

32( 32)

55 67
55(65)

58 &I
15

g9

30 31
2s 29
3o !!
29 30
!I 32
29 32

52( 52)

&7

3l·

~8

29

31

32 3i

~

30 . 32 . .

33( 33)

28

5

!!

Diagram III AnalJtioal ~able . of ~ ·
Ill& total scores for each trait on the first _tea't are givep
ginn in the lllinlla oolamn to the left. . if it was raised it is
~

'

~1:
36
39
r -40
·~ 41

: !~
·; ~i

~~
~~

69
51 5a
02
63
12

56 6'1

fl S;66

~~

30

ao

33

54

34
3

:~i( ~

:c~

14
15

i!

16
16

t:

f:':1~+

2§(29)
32(:52-J
26 28
26 30
31 32

ia ~:

;1
35

34 :
10 ·2s · 16 · 3 ' 26

~B~! 1
4 29
1
11 21
1
·Decrease ot Scores for Each Trait.·
·\I
_er eolWD.n. If the score was lowered. on the seco~d rating 1i
th& plus colm:nn to the right of the first rating sc'ore. ·

i·a
·

.

Diagram IV further explains the effect of the technique
of generalizing in achi~ving the desired results.

The

net gain in the raw scores was greater in the experimental
section than in the control. with the loss greater than
the gain in initiative in the control gro11p.

This latter

deTelopment may be explained by the tact that the trait

not exercised in this group, as it was in the experiLnental
group. did not develop as it migh~ have done.

~his diagram

seemingly bears out the concl11aiona arrived at from an
examination of Diagram II, namely, that the group with
whom the aonscio ns stress upon generalization was made
showed the better results.

Sportsmanship
Diagram IV.

Self-control

Cooperation
Net Gain In Raw

Initiative

Scol~es

The red columns repr e sent the net gain in the experimental group. The columns outlined in black represent the
net gain in the control group. The arrangement indicates
t'P..at there has been gain in each trait with the exception
o~ initiative in the control group. The greatest gains
in the experimental group have been in the sportsmanship,
cooperation;. e.nd initiative.

Sportsmanship
Diagram V.

Cooperation

Self-control

Initiative

Average Galn In Each Tra it

The red column in e <> ch pair repr e sents the gain in the
trait in the experimental group and the bla ck outlined
column repr e sents the · gain in tbe control group. It will
be seen that in all trfl its V".rith the exception of selfcontrol the gain was gren ter in the experimental group than
in the control group. There was no g ain in initiative in
the control group.

....
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As a coDClllding eetimat e, in Diagram V, the graph of
the average gain also supports the a~e beliefs.

The

gains were very alight, and 1n all probability ~ndicate
a longer .period of time abo uld have been given 1n order
to achieve more definite results.
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~he

experimental group, in which a definite effort was

made, aa described in chapters six, seven, eight, and nine,
to provide for transfer of training of character 'trait e
trom the

p~ioal

edacation progre.m to the daily life of

the 1nd.1vid11Bla .. ahowed a slightly greater development in
certain respects.

!I!he greatest de·v elopment was in· aporta-

manahip, cooperation, and initiative.
been indicated graphically.

~he

~hese

gains have

medians of increases and

decreaaea as determined by a comparison of the first and
second

~SCoring,

an analysis of the movement of develop-

ment. ot each trait through the estimation of the net gain
in raw scores, the average gain in each trait, B.nd the
medians of each trait' a loss and gain in both groups are
shown.

!rhroughout, all the reslllta are small.

indicate that. a

lon~r

This may

period of experimentation would

make for more definite results.

However, the fact that the

changes. in the experimental gro11p were somewhat greater
than in the control group may be taken as an indication
that a definite effort to provide for carry over 1n the
way of ohare.cter training is worthwhile.
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Chapter XI
SUMMARY OF METHODS

ihe

~ast

several divisions have been concerned with the

specific

develop~ent

of the application of this theor7 in

p~sical

edllCation work With ninth grade girls.

thia development has been

~sed

MOst of

npon the principle of the-

child's deaire :tor the ideal and the knowledge of it throne.ll
some seneral term.

~hat

npon the active field of

is, the girls know ita application
p~a7 and

then in the school room

and in the .extra-school life, also.
~he

divieiona of the ph7sical education program for the

year have been gronped within athletics. dancing, selftesting. and the various mieoellaneous phasea of formal
work, the relays and the simple game orgsnizations that
the modern programs do not. stress.

~he

thonght has been

that the teacher has been primarily teaching children throngh
physioa1 activities .with health the direot . product of the
participation.

However, the lesson plans have developed ..

and pointed out the opportune instances for generalization
of the situations that might arise within the class work.
~e

teacher, nevertheless. mast always be aware that she ia

neTer to neglect her technical knowledge and methods of
ol1tl1n1ng and presenting the work to her classes.

In

addition, however, she takes every slight opening for tr&nsfer of t.raining by linking np the aot ions with other worthwhile act1ona of life. ·
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In the general methods the poster has served the pllr-

pose of gtving the girl the visual application of the trait.
~e

aporta• o·odea are developed by clever posters and aari-

catares which appeal to the hWDOr and interest of the girla.
In the athletic program the discussion method of pointing 011t the need

~or

some trait s11ch aa 'teamwork may be

linked. up with the o11tside situations by the use of the
scoring card for each girl.
upon page fitty-two.

This card is tollDd o11tlined

Every member of the class may be

aeke4 to participate in the general discaesion and attempts

may be made to
greases.

~prove

in group actions as the season pro.

Specific examples are given in eac-h lesson for

each of the general traits Which are fair play, cooperation,
self-control, initiative and decision.

In the sport pro-

gram of afterachool activities each teem member under the
guidance o:r her class captain may take a written test upon
the r11~e~e of sportsmanship giTen in tl1e Birmingham Sports~his

manship Code.

squad leadership aims toward cooperation

and many citizenship training tendencies.
fhe dancing program is somewhat similarly outlined and
planned.

~his,

planned for once each week, includes charac-

teristic folk dances, American country dances, and character
and clog dances of the more simple type.
a1 ideal

o~

Besides the gener-

beauty and pleas are in partioipat ion the work

linka itself 11p with the other general traits of character
development.

The presentation of the dance calls for the

. ..
.. ' .....
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spirit of international nnderstanding and appreciation.
With some groups the girls may be required to oontribnte
posters· to the physical edncation department

d~ring

the

7ear, Showing the relationship of the danae to life, that
ia, soue of the posaibl& generalizations.

These posters

may ae rve a a term proJect a in this phase of the pro gram.
It seems necessary that the teacher progress and

st~ulate

the girla' work by the initial presentation of some very
interesting posters.

Of coo.rae, this might always be done

with the help of the art department of the school where
naually originalit7 is encouraged.
~he

self-testing phase ot the work includes opportnni-

ties tor tbe transfer of training when the opportllnities
are presented and taken, as is shown in the specific lesson
nnite.

Oral and written reviews of the stunts and what

each requires in technique and how each might help the
partie ipant in other situations throllgb. the stress of some

qu.ality are the means of motivation of this part of the
work.
Likewise, in the marching and fo.rmal exercises and re-

lays and simple games
cnasion and

~he

a~nition

method is that of class dis-

by the instrnctor

teamwork or any of the other qualities.

ot the place tor
~he

admonitions

in the posture training work are of this natu.re.

Here,

also, tba squad leaders may play an important part in the
grot1p games by leadership. initiative, and kindly help-
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f11lnesa.
~is

beginning will serve as a working be,eis. and i f

any te-ao.her. aware of the shortcomings of her gro 11p and

that too great stress 11pon sach work endangers her other
aims of physical edacation. accepts the s11ggestions with
an anbiased mind and attempts to a.ae the- ideas, there should
resul. t some general transfer training that

110 ald

not have

occurred llDl.ess this had been given in the clase program.
~he lesso~s

in this method and the plans are very flexible

and may readily be changed to s11i t situations as they may
arise.
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Chapter XII

COZCLUSIONS
Althollgh it ia acknowledged that transfer eftecits
T&lllea cannot be definitely meas11red, and altho11gh

am

ma~

effect a of transfer are not realized immediately, and
indeed may be q11ite remote in time, in this. st11dy Behavior ·Rating Scale from the Department of Physical Edllcatian of the State university of Iowa was employed to
test

~o a~e

extent the effect of the s11ggested methods

for transfer of training.

!Chis scale scored students•

behaTior after the methods had been 11sed in the class
work.
1.

. v

Certain conclusions seem warranted from this S'tlldy.

Jlldd'a theory, which emphasizes the need on the part

of the child for seeing general principles involved in
any specific learning, is definitely applied to teaching
I,

sitllationa in plcysical education, with good reslllta.
2.

!!!he teaeher

ot . physical education m11st beware of taking

tor granted all the high aims of character training through
physical education, so long aasamed in the literat11re of
the s11b.fect, and should recognize that the achievement of
generalizing is the result of a special techniq11e on the
part of the teacher. correlated with a corresponding response on the part of the pllp11, together with mach individa.al attention. ·
5.

~he

peychologioai principle of int~gration of experience
.•

b7 Terbalizing is. ncognized, b11t the· mere repeating of

.. ..

. .' '

. ..
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words or formulae is not need as the method.
4.

Th~

lesson plans involve a recognition of the law of

e:tfeot in the learning of the epee ific ekilla and in the
seeking of satisfying effects in ge-n eralizing,
6.

~he

i~self.

'teacher of physical edaoation ma.st have clearly

in mind 'the detailed aims of 'the varioa.a traits in the

transfer and as clearly a.se specific sitaat1ons for teaching general social and individa.al character ideals so
anggeat~d.

6.

~

proper balance between direct and indirect aims in

teaching physical eda.c-a-;ion m11et be maintained.

If the

direct aims receive all the emphasis there is dange-r that
the resalts may not be edaoational 1n the broader sense;
if the indirect are too ma.ch stressed there is danger of
pre achiness and sent 1mentalizing, and neglect of worthJ'
accompliShment in health and specific skills.
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APPENDIX
GROUPING OF

B~libVIOR

A

CHARACTERISTICS

ACCORDING TO PLAU OF THESIS AND

PAIR
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
'1.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14e

PLATt

~HOD

S~ORTSMANSHIP

Acts. like a good aport towards opponents.
Razzes, teases or bllllies opponents.
Avoids disagreeable duties through excuses, fake injuries. etc.
~akes deoisions, wins and loses in good spirit.
~akes advantage of lax officiating.
"Crabs" about officiating.
Stands 11p to heavier opponents; shows conrage.
~e&ses or razzes fellow player who does poorly-.
Alibis for mistakes and deficiencies.
Gets by when he can by blllffing.
complains he is discriminated aseinst.
Ia Uheer:rul.
Plays fair when others foul.
tliTeB Of best efforts even When team iS losing.

COOPERATION·

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

a.

Hogs the ball.
Plays a team game.
Pla1s to t.he gallery.
Disturbs meeting with talking and l~ulghing.
I a oooperati vely obedient to acoepted autt.or ity.
Shows timidity, hurt feelings, oversensitiveness.
Makeq friendly approach to new members of group.
Is chosen by others of group as a preferred companion
in some activity.

SELF-CONTROL

1. controls self when provoked.

2. .Makea loud-mouthed comments, criticisms, etc.
3. · I a cool-headed in e:xcit ing situations, does not "blow-np".
4. Fouls purposely.
INI1'IATIVB6' m.'CISION.

1. Attempts to dominate others.
2. .Seems willing to merely get by.
3. Xs _pllllctual at meetings, practices and games.
4. Makes good on promisea and responsibilities ass wmed.
s~
~hinka ahead of play.
6. Achieves leadefahip in gronp.
.
"1. Advances. ideaa to- which gro11p pays at tent ion.
a. Schemea.- works underhandedly to get his. way.

1

API-ENDIX B

!

DEPARTMDIT OF PHYSICAL EDUC.Al!!ON
.BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
(Character Education Stu~)

(

l
r

lJ 4

Date of Rating . ............... .
~arne

(

(

of person rated .•••••••...•••.........••..••••.. Grad.e ••.•.•...•• .Age .•••.•••...•

In what group ...........•..............•.......•.•... I11Btitution ........... ........ .

I

(Physical condition: Excellent .•..• Good .•..• Average .•••• Poor .•••• Very Poor ••••.•..•.•
~Physical skills:

Excellent ••••• Good ••••• Average ••••• Poor ••••• Very Poor ••••••..•••

( Attended. ••••••.•.•.• times.

I.ength of membership in orga.nizat ion •••••.••.•••••••••••
.
Name of rater •••••..••..•••.•••••••••.••.••• Relation to person rated ••••••••••••••••

f

(

Rater's Assurance.
a mere guess.
1 - sli;;-ht inclination.
2 - fair assurance.
3- positive assurance.

Frequency of Observation

0 -

l.
1

a.ssurance

Never

Seldon

Fa.irl;y Fre- Exq1.1ent- treme- Score
Often ly
ly
Often

(~-----------------+----~--~----~--~--~-----~----~

l

LEAI'ERSHIP

(

1. Achieves leadership in
group.

(

2. Advances ideas to which

(

group pays attention.

1

•

1

3

4

15

5

3

( 3. Schemes, works under-

rj.

handedly to get his way.

4

3

2

1

ACTIVE QUALITIES

({ 4. Attempts to dominate
others.

l

1

2

5

5. Avoids disagreeable

duties through excuses.
2
1
5
( ! fake injuries, etc.
( ,~
. 6-.-S-t_an
__ds
___u_p___t_o__
h-ea_v_i_e_r__o_p__--~-----~~-----+..-.--~~-----~----~-----+-------~

Jj

~I

ponents; shows courage.

[7. '))lih ""'"" bedl) rua@red.

1

2

3

8

4

3

1.

2

1

2

6

2

1.

9. Pls~s a clPivil!g, a~es-

/~,

sive

~me.

5

'

H ,9. Gives of his best efforts
......_ even when team is losing,

3

6

"""'~

,.

-z.:..

-'

115

[.

I

I
nater's
;
.
Fairly Fre- ExAssu.r- Never Seldom
quent- tremely Score
,
Often 11-v · often
A."nr.A

l

-

ATTITU1ES

10. Teases or raz~es fellow
pl~er who does poorly.

:

5

4

3

2

1

fi

4

3

2

1

15

4

3

2

1

lZ. Complains he is discriminated against.

15

4

3

2

1

14. Is cheerful

l.

2

:1

4

5

11. Alibies for mistakes and
defic i encies.
12. Gets by when he can by

bluffing.

L

l

SELF CONTROL

i

15. Controls himself when

provoked.
16. Saleu:s

1

2

3

4

6

15

"

3

2

1

15

"

3

2

1

1

8

3

4

15

5

~

3

2

1

1

!

3

"

B

4

3

2

1

1

2

3

"

6

6

4

3

2

1

b~.

17. Fouls purposely.
18. Playa fair when others

foul.
19. Makes loud-mouthed commcnts, criticisms, etc .
20. Is cool-headed in excit-

ing situations; does not
"blow-upn.

..

COOPERATION

'

6

21. Hogs the ball (or other

equipment}
22. Plays a team game.

2Z. Plays to the gallery.
24. Disturbs meetings by talk
ing, laughing or roughhous ~

.
15

4

3

2

1

l.

2

3

"

8

4

5

25. Is

cooperative~ obedient
to accepted authority.

SPORTSMANSHIP
26. Acts like a good sport

towards opponents.

L.c.

I

-

lil

3

·II
r

:

1

i
1

I
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Rater's
)..SStl.r·UllCft

I

Fre-

I

Extremoly
of ten

q_uent
iNever Seldom Fairl.v
Often
l ;r

Score

27. ::Jazzes, teases or bul-

lies _oJmOnFmt.s

.:,

5

2

~

1

El'!-!ICAL
2fl.

.

decisions, wins o.ml
loses in good spirit.
Ta.~es

:1.

~

:'!

~

6

s

4

..

2

!

5

-s

:'!

2

.1

29. Takes adva."ltae-e of lax
officiating.
30. "Crabs" about officiating
EFJi'ICIELlCY

31. Seems willing to merely

.

.

get by.
6

~

3

2

1.

:..

2

3

~

5

:!

2t

4

6

1

2

~

•A

5

15

4

3

~

1

1

2

..•

4

5

~

~

:.'

4

5

32. Is punctual at l!leetings,

practice rutd
33.

~mnes.

Hakes ~ood on ·promises nna
responsibilities assumed.

.1.

34. Thinks ahead of the plny.

.

SOCIABILITY
~55.

Shows timidity,hurt feelings, over-sensitiveness.

36. l!lakes friendly approach

to new members of g-roup.

37. Is chosen by others of

group as a preferred companion in some activity.

..

~

1

1
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CH.ARACTE:R RA.Tnm PROFILE

lTame of person rated ········ · ············· · ·· · ·· · · · ·········· ··········· ·· -············-······ ·· -· -- -·
In what group? ...•..•..•.•.•..••...••..•....•.. •..••............ .. . :Date. ...•...•..•. ...••..••.........

0

1

2

3

5

4

l:;ea.d.ership

.

Active gtlali ties
Attitudes
Self Control
Cooperati~

Sportsmanship
Ethical
_M.gciency
Sociability
i

rame of Rater••.... ···································-···

IllSTRUCTI O!fS
Average the score (given in the last column of the individual rating
scale) under each of the general headings giv~~ above. Draw a line out to
the point on this scale (as indicated by the rrw:ibers over the lines) equal
to the average.
Example:

If in the individual rating scale, under the general heading

LEADERSHIP, item #1 was rated 4, #2 was rated 2, B!ld lJ;5 was rated 4, the
average would be (4+2+4)- 3 or 3 1/3. The line woul-d thor. be drawn 01~t past

the vertical line labeled '3' and 1/3 of the distance from the
'4' line.

t3r

to the

JJ8

APPENDIX C

Counseling Sheet
RICHMOND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Name

Age H8

Age L7

SI

Age L9 .

Age H7

I Q.

. Age H9

Age L8

Resident District

PARENTS
Nationality; Father

Mother -·-····· . ········-·········

Language of Home
Occupation . .. . .

... .................. ·····-·······- - ·· ········-····

............. . .

Home Conditions

SCHOOL LIFE
Past Record

General Attitude.

PERSONAL HISTORY

Healt h ............................... .. ............................................................................................
Ambition ....................... . ... ............... ...................................... .............. ................ .
Spare Time (Work or play) .............. ...................... ··-······································
-····

. . ··· -··················

·········

... . · ···················-----·············-····· ···--·--·· · ········-··········

..

Clubs or Hobbies ...
• • •

••••• •

••· • • • •••• • • •••• • ••••••••••• ••••• ••• • • o••••O• •• ••••• •oo o oo Oooo ••• • • · •••o• • • • • • • • • • •O •• " ''noo o• • • •

-- ..._...

-~ -

~ . _..._ .

-

